
rION HIT
FOR ALL SINCLAIR USERS

f

MENU

:xperl Systems

Discovery Routines

Creative Screendumps

I C r a s h p roof i n g your
Programs

'Advanced Art Studio/
The Artist ll:Reviewed

Utilities Revisited

Monster Hits:

Starglider: Aliens:

Future Knight:

I Wi n : F oo t b a I I Fortunes:
> e a t h or Glory:



€amesporthe
wuigeqfqne

Voted.."DEST COMPILATION OF THE YEAR'



ACROSS THE POND: U.S.

DISCOVERY COLUMN: Mora re

OL COLUMN: The latest on the QH survival course.

35

CROSSWTRE: Readers' technical problems.

49

SHORT CUTS: Readers' prize-winning routines.

CROSSFIRE: Letters page.

RANDOM MEMORY: Programming advice from Clyde

ILLUMINATOB Adding decorative touches to

Carol Brooksbank on the creative

n
u
n
u

N
72

PACE 81: Mon rt outpost of the SI with Ray

odd The second part of our mega war

PULL DOWN MENUS: Tonl Baker
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N*i=*w*s
Opus axe Macho Man
Discovery

Dan Dare
Winners

" """ " '

«» —
I

Moi.r.;,;. Cunningham Brown C.W
'-:- H-.--..-V in Aroen a,-.- G«rry C-.3I

Galloway ot Liverpool, tney B.Jc

Dare's or

A runner 25 entranl

rao, ran £3/355^54
Chess

5s.
L
^ii...K!£?

,jJsK i* winners

Adyonce Software ore ro loll™
rilh Iwo new tides. Indoor Sport

Butch Hardgvy Is meanHo

in 20 different screens. The price ot Butchness is £7.?5.

n fpbruor

Chess program. Bar
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Ocean's trio

As well as their heavily hyped Christmas t

olhar game!
Legend ot Ka.

:ojrse, a healthy dose ot violence. Then there's the coin-
'

vailing lor . . . Donke
help thinking they've

Spectrum Games Top Ten

) Computer Hits J

War in Orbit

Trivial Pursuit
BobeM Surges; oi itahr-rh.

d gelllog Inio the last si

ZXBMX

Imagine then the breathless anticipation with which wc

ol ramps, banks, whoops and bums there are all saris ol

possibilities for cycle mayhem and all you need to Join In

Is £1.99.

Sounds familiar



The
Alternative
Budget

Battle of Britain 1(
he MS Wargamers series (orcej agalnil the deadly the «ky' l¥P»)r «° it may well

arenas ever onwards with Hun' straTegy gome wllh a appeal to more than just the
trie release of Bottle ot lew tlighl simulator style usual wargame following.

Britoln. This manages to arcade sequences (of the
combine o Meploy your 'blow Ihe deadly Hun out ol



I HOWTOCETYOURSPECTRUM REPAIRED FOR ONLY £1 9,95 v ftou,n 's*k

r^: j gaaEJEBaiai gaaBEaaaaiai



Arcade action in the

necromancers dungeon

as the magical flak

flies. .

.

n dungeons packed k

nasly gets r

can be topped up by collecting
piles of food that are strewn
around the dungeon (usually on
the wrong side of on army of
dungeon denizens).

Keys, magic and treasure can

may only
stun them for a shorf (Ime or |ust

disarienatate them.

If things get really tough o

lose brave enough! to enter.
Taking the role ol Thor, who

controlled by a second player]

your path but
less keys than aoors care must
be taken to use them only on
the doors that are Important and

trade treasure for energy 'hat
might keep you going long
enough to find some more fooc

Dandy must be played at a
frantic pace otherwise you will

be constantly a
s. This

e mistakes such a

Dandy may seem an odd
name for massive, magical,
arcade adventure but it Is

named after an original game

Gauntlet.
Only a fraction o

dungeon level is shi

ixt section when you
edge of the screen.
)l gradual scrolling

Immediately below the
dungeon display is a scroll

energy and number of keys,

spectres to tra;

;y can drift through walls
ick the others. If you don't
m, they'll certainly get

• can be as many as
more critters coming at

even one shot nasties

e a big problem. The

mi*,

mm
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Four top notch games
tor the price ot one

from Durell

single Iwln cassette pack

can fly a deadly Lynx helicoptei
in Combaf Lynx, drive o Turbo

infiltrate an enemy seCL " -

in Saboteur and disabli
matter plant In Critical

Combat Lynx

The action begins on th

pad as you arm your c<

Lynx helicopter for the r

on game level) while fighting ;

planes, helicopters, tanks and

k while keeping ft

.
lurh

cially

perfect bul it is stll

best combat flight

Turbo Esprit

^undone of

t 1E0mph isn'l easy esp
when you're supposed lo De me
good guy and avoid mowing
down pedestrians and other
drivers. Meanwhile the bad guys
are operating a drugs ring and
you must find and catch the
armoured supply car ond the
four pick-up cars before the hil—rsfindyr

Unfortunately, you n

driving Ic

attempt to ge
Tracking d

easy using th

n your largets is

pingar

u central si

Naturally you're an expert
idrfial arlisf as Ihe game was

Now II is looking a little dati

trouble otfempl to destroy your
rocket propelled hovercrall This

is protected by a farce field that

is weakened by any collisions

with Ihe rocks thai sfrewn the
surface or by enemy fire If this

gives way your ship dramalically

i replacement pod a

approaching you. These try to

gun you down Irom behind so If

you get a warning you'll need to

perform a speedy manoeuvre to

gel behind T

the patrolling guards. The
guards also have dogs that
constantly snap al your heels
and drain your energy.

Eventually you should maki
your way to the roof where a
helicopter waits to rescue you

Critical Mass

Mass thai gives you just ten

through the live zones to reach
Ihe power plant before it

Naturally this isn'l going to bi

easy as the enemy thai invadec

Each game separately is

north playing with: my favo
jeing Combat Lynx and Cr

ffecNST
-

1-1 I I

s
s
=>
at

5



K^i Spectrum & Amstrad

>i Commodore 64
available January 20th
Trade enquiries to Centresoft

pu^il
on 021 35

|— Sales dept..
Castle Lodge, Castle Gr
Taunton, Somerset TA

6 3388

een,
4AB



software getting harder



"V ^^
A«\ >/

Exploring the possibilities of the

Illuminator program

with Alan Davies



CVelcome Dock to ZX
Com pullngs Anglo-Sa:
deportment It

—

'

dabbling with
program from
artlcl

possessor ol the (allowing items:

la) 26 large initial letter shapes
stored In B32 bytes; (b) a
redesigned "normal" character
set stored in 768 bytes; and very
probably (c) spots before the

worthwhile, so put yourself in a
suitably medieval frame of mind,
and let's get down to the serious
business of churning out an
illuminated masterpiece 01

Lilting 1 - this is'lhe assembler
program which we'll be using to
print our strings of text. If you
don'l have an assembler, you
con use Utflng 3 instead. This

BASIC program will poke In the

50 to an pi

with tape. The code Is s

trom 64800 onwards, an
byles long. Before you c

memory
nd 64000
I.e. exactly

whole lot together as a single
code block ol 2342 bytes from
62976 onwards.)

To try It out, e
'

IM
Is? ^location descriptions' _
s>occut>ies tbe screen from row
itfone to row twelve inclusive-
£$>Cbe decorated border is two

;> - baracter squares wide on
(v> each side
<£? ijpftacb fresh printing uf bete
S&'EJiS done witb tbe initial
5g> capital iiiuTTinated. Youm need to check that sour text
Js> is not too ions of course'
y& ocr^-ad-"^!* oc?*^ocl-^oo oosae^o
)S>Cbis is tbe bottom window
Jfi> for printing new informatiOT)
&? as tbe adventure proceeds

m cap"itals"are"norin:al j "tboiiab I
Old It work? (If II didn't, you'll

need to go back and check
carefully through your saved
copy one byte at a time,

comparing it with Listing 2 J By

won't get crash — you'll lust

get a Targe square o( rubbish
printed on screen where the
Illuminated capital should be.

Text effects

CLEAR 62975 is what you wai
[When all the various parts a

II probably find it

a lot. There
o (or us? Well.

:an usefully be
poked to produce a variety ot
effects, and these are as follows:

(the labels correspond to those
in the assembly listing.)

First, there are three addresses

attributes of the Illuminated

65229 (BKTC) can be POKEd with

1 or to change the BRIGHT

attribute (normally zero).

65230 (INKC) can be POKEd w
any number 0-7 to set the INK.

65231 (PAPC) can be POKEd w

65232 (JAB) c.

65233 (TAB.2) contains the width
of the right hand margin.

So If, for insfance. you POKE
65232.2: POKE 65233.1 then your
text will be printed with a

" ; length of 29
. .

set 2 character
squares from the left, and
leaving a one character square
morgin on the right. Tf~*"

~ :

great power to

There's one address w

Is that all? No. there's more [alter

all, I did promise you a utility

that was flexible!) Lurking among
the code Is a simple but
effective "window" clearing
facility which can be called at
USR 65250. This will clear the
screen between any two
specHied I In

65235 (TOP) contains the number

65236 (BOT) contains the number

X Computing Monthly February V





65235,1: POKE 65236,12: LET
m=USR 65250 will do It. Note
ihal the routine takes Into

account your led and right har
margins (set by TAB and TAB2)
and consequently clears only
the space within them.

Just one more point,

PAPER lot both the main text

printing and screen clearing a
established by whatever
permanent INK and PAPER you
set trom BASIC No other action

you're now in position to

- and then rub It all out ogolr
The only limitation on what vol
print Is that LEN zS must be less

than 255 — though ol course
there's nothing to prevent you
Irom printing longer chunks ol

lent provided you do It In bits,

calling the routine to print eoc
chunk separately.

oftt

h lor the Jam. The point

to' Illuminated manuscript which
could be used to improve the

lis fairly obvious, I think, thot the
effectiveness of the idea will

largely depend on the

text, In addition to the text and
initials themselves. There are
many possible approaches tc

this, and thr
scattered a

Decoration

One possibility which seems
promising is simply to make the

of parchment. Halt an hour's
work with Melbourne Draw (or

:;im:lar utility) will provide a
suitably "ragged" edge to the

load this In as a SCREENS and
print your tent onto if [POKEing
appropriate values (or left and
right margins before you start.]

The BASIC "CLS" command must
be avoided ot course, as It

would wipe out all your

problem since you can do all

using the USR 65250 call.

Anolher approach, either
instead of or In addition fo the

Figure 1 In last month's orllcls
for example, you'll see that I

redesigned CHRS 91-93. and
CHRS 123-125 to produce a
'Scroll" effect when they're
printed In sequence, which

I DATA 175,50,224,254,33,0,249,34,54,92
1 DATA 56,208,254,33,289,254,134,71,62,29
I DATA 144,50,221,254,62,1,50,223,254.62
1 DATA 2,205,1,22,42,75,92,126,254,90
I DATA 202, 62, 253,205, 1B4, 25, 235, 195,69,253
) DATA 59,210,254,254,0,202.177,253,35,126
I DATA 61.50,213,254.35,35,126,50,217,254
> DATA 35,34,215,254,58,217,254,214,65,254
I DATA 23,212. 196,253. 135. 135. 19B, 32, 50, 220
) DATA 254,205.177,254,205,205,253,205,205.253
i DATA 205,2,254,205,177.254.205,205,253,205
> DATA 205.253,58,224,254,254,1,204,137.254
I DATA 205.2,254,175,50,223,254,58,221.254
> DATA 196,2.50.221,254.205.2,254,33,0
I DATA 245,34,218.254.201.35.126,50,213,254
DATA 35.35,34.215.254,33,0,249,34,54

i DATA 92,195.155,253,214.24,33,0,248,34
t DATA 218,254,201,42,218.254.34.54,92,58
> DATA 145.92.203. 135.50. 145,92,62, 19,215
I DATA 56.205.254.215,62,16,215,59,206,254
> DATA 215,62,17,215,53,207.254,215.56,220
I DATA 254,215.33.0,249,34,54,92,58,220
i DATA 254,60,50,220,254.20 1.58.224,254.254
1 DATA 1,200,58,223,254,254,0.204,177,254
i DATA 205,66,254,254,1,202,113,254.205,141
I DATA 254.205,113,254.42,215,254,237,91.214
i DATA 254.22,0.25,34,215,254,58,214,254
i DATA 71,58,213,254.144.50.213,254,42,215
i DATA 254.126,254,32,134,77,254,35.34,215
i DATA 254,58,213.254.61,50,213,254,195,54
i DATA 254,58.223,254,254,1,200,195,2,254
I DATA 58,221,254,198,2,71,58,213,254,164
' DATA 218, 101,254. 175.201,58,213,254,50,214
I DATA 254,62,1,50,224,254,201,205,77,13
' DATA 58,145.92.203,135,50.145,32,237,91
I DATA 215,254,237,75,214,254,6,0,205,60
i DATA 32.62,13.215,201,42,215.254,237,91
I DATA 221,254,25,126,254,31,210,161,254,19
i DATA 123,50,214,254,201,35, 126,254,32, 194
I DATA 171,254,195.155.254,27.43,43.195,149
i DATA 254.58.208,254,254,0,200,61,245.56
' DATA 145.92.203.199.50,145,92,62,255.50
i DATA 144,92,62,32,215.241,195,160.254,0
' DATA 0,7,0,0,1,0,21,0,0,0
DATA 0,0,0,245,0.0,0,0,0,0

' DATA 59,212,254,60,50,212.254,62.2,205
DATA 1.22,205.77, 13,62.32,33,206,254

i DATA 150.33.209,254.150,50,225,254,56,211
DATA 254,245,62,22.215,241,245,215,58,208

' DATA 254.215,58.225,254,71,62,32,215,16
DATA 251,241,60,33.212,254. 190,216, 1,255

' DATA 58,212,254,61,50.212,254,201.0.0
>CLEAF 64799:LET s-0;RESTORE

READ x: POKE i.Xi LET s=3+x
i NEXT i

IF s<>744B7 THEN PUNT AT 10. 101 "ERROR! !" : STOP
SAVE *""; tl'lltoB'COBl 64800,516

n actual Anglo S<
~'~% you might III

me poor man's version ot

"knotted tracery'' type ot

decoration which I used

which is shown in enlarged
detail In Figure 1. [This

interweaving line motif — or

. ed In Anglo-Saxon
illumination.] All you need to do
is design A characters lo the
shapes enclosed In boxes In

Figure 1 -
I chose CHRS 94195

and 1261127 for this. Then )ust

PRINT CHRS 94: CHRS 95 all the
way down the left hand side of

the screen, and CHRS 126; CHRS
127 down the right hand side —

margins 2 c'

Mft

2
©
2

o
III

a.
V)
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"OUT
7 BEN

10 POKE 85235,1: POKE 65236, 12: LET H=USS 65250; FEINT A

IB HEM I** CLEAR BOTTOM HINDOU »*t

20 FOKE 65235,14: POKE 65238.20: LET H=USE 652S0: PRINT AT 14,

47 REH
48 REH *** PRINT ZS KITH ILLUHINATED INITIAL »**

50 LET l.nkc-2+IHT (4*MCD>: POKE 65234.li POKE 65238. Ink : POKE

6523 1 ,
pipe

5 1 LET m=USR B4S00
52 RETURN

58 REH ft* PRINT Z» MITH NOBNAL INITIAL *»

60 POKE 65234,01 INK 5: LET H=USR 64800: INK 6

61 RETURN
7997 REH
7998 SEN »** LOAD H/C AND LETTEE SHAPES ***

8000 CLEAR 59999: LOAD *" " 1 I
i

" 11 lun "CODE 1 LOAD *"«"lll* hars:a

"CODE : LOAD *"B"ill"cnpltals:B"CODE
6007 REH
8008 REH *«* PERHANENT INK/PAPER .**

B010 PAPER 01 INK 6: BORDER 0: CLS
B01S REH *** LEFT/RIGHT BORDERS 2 CHR SQUARES HIDE ***

8020 POKE 65232,2: POKE 85233,2

8028 REM *** INK/PAPER FOR INITIALS ***

8029 REH
8030 LET lnkc=2i LET papc=0
8037 REH
8038 REH *** PERHANENT SCREEN DECORATION ***

8040 LET K*=CHR» 18+CHR> 4.CHB* 64.CHR* 1G+CHM 3+CHBS 9 +CHB* 9

2+CHR* 93+CHR1 123'CHR» 1Z4+CHS* 125+CHR* 16*CHRI 4+CKRS

8050 POKE 23606.0: POKE 23607.249: FOR 1=0 TO 21: PRINT

HR* 94:CHRI 95;AT , .30lCKK» 12B;CHRS 127: NEXT i< PRINT

.3;x»;AT 21.12;*»:AT 2l,2i:x»

8058 REH *** DENONSTRATION ***
8059 REH
8060 LET z»="Thia is the top windou, for

|]^^ 1

1^ in el us vi™Tba
i o I

decorated
3

border
C" e

two
r
chiracter square] ulde on each ide. "

z
I

8070 GO SUB 10: GO SUB 50: GO SUB 9000
8080 LET z*="Each fresh printing up here is done ulth tM

B
'

HoV;

s 8090 GO SUB 50: GO SUB 9000
8100 LET z»="This 13 the botton uindou far printing neu nfor.at

at e Note

O
o

that capitals are noraal, though of course they need no be. "

8130 GO SUB 60: GO SUB 9000
8140 GO SUB 10= GO SUB 9000

at 8150 GO SUB 20: GO SUB 9000

a. 8160 GO TO 8060
9000 PRINT UliAT 1,101 FLASH ii'FBESS A KEV: PAUSE 0: F INT #11

ubroutines id detln<

help here In ihe shape ol Lilting

3. II you type ihis In and save II

to auto-run Irom line 8000, il will

give you a simple demonstration
ol the etlecls Ihot can be

The (our relevant subroutines

In Listing 3 are as follows:

GOSUB 10: This sets top and
bottom limits ot the upper
window [screen lines 1-12

inclusive], clears il, and resets

the PRINT position to the start of

line 1.

GOSUB 20: This sets top and
bottom limits of the lower

window (screen lines 14-20

inclusive), clears It. and resets

the PRINT position to the Start ol

line 14.

GOSUB 50: This chooses a

pita I s, s<

- d initial" mode, and
:vmi< il e text held In iS at the

current PRINT position.

GOSUB 60: This selecls "normal"
printing of zS and shows how the

hv nllerlno the

s It you

J the text, or things begin ft

— one tor location descriptions,

one for program responses, and
another (perhaps the bottom twe

lines) for displaying the player's

printed, so that several

successive strings of text can be
printed within the same window.
Alternatively, by preceeding the

text printing with a GOSUB 10 or

GOSUB 20. you can clear out a
window and reset the PRINT

:

Lines 8040150. by the way. set

up the screen decoration and
will only produce a sensible

display it you've defined your

"scroll" and "knotted tracery"

motifs (see Figure 1 In last

month's article). II you haven't,

lust replace those CHRS numbers
above 90 by CHRS 42 (asterisk).

The result won't look very pretty.

Dui •' still enable you to run

the demonstration.
Once you've seen what the

demonstration does — following

the listing so that you see why It

does it - you're all set. II you're

thinking of writing on adventure,

rather than just using it as a
general display laclllty, then you
might like to be reminded that

Venturespeak c_
analyser (see the October-
December issues of ZXC].

Otherwise It's over to you. and all

that remains Is tor me to say that

I hope you find the
experience Illuminating?
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BULLDOZING AT THE
SPEED
There are thirty copies

of CRL's new
destruction derby in

space to be won

coupon
entry to Death or Glory
Competition, ZX Computing
Monthly, No 1 Golden Square,

' 1W1R3AB.
The competition Is open to all

readers ol ZX except employees
ot Argus Specialist Publications,
Chase Web and CRL The
editors decision is final and no
correspondence can be entered



m

in

!Ai;n
ow:
UOO:

SPCND:

held in Cincinnati. Ohio. It

originally storied out as a
ea gathering ol Sinclair

in the midwest — but
rew to proportions never

i by Its organizers.

Dealers (rom all parts ot this

country and Canada rented
space and the original display

local get-together attracted
visitors Irom every section ot both
countries as well. For two days In

Way you would haw thought
that Sinclair computers were as

d Klngdor
)t that

even the ZX-81/TS 10001TS

computers were still in use by
the faithful, they were put to res

during fhe exhibition. We knew
that fhe T'S 2068 was still In use
but the Interest In the ZX-81

Mark Fendrick looks

back at '86

America Is concerned? As w
start a w year, It appears
1987 will be a very trying

Last year started out wlin

hope on the horizon as the

product line was becoming
-— "-ble. Although tf

is going to be

if marketplace. As dealers

sraned to sell the OL, we sow
Sinclair once again personally
involved in North America
distributing an actively
produced computer. We had
hoped lhat this was whot we
had been waiting for and that

Sinclair would now take Its place

found Itself at It

a few weeks prior to

changed the direction ot tl"

marketplace as we knew it; !

-'-'-'-, computer
IS to A dthe

<:,,,-, ti-

ll KM
QL

priced at S499.C

selling for $299.00.

printer and RGB rm
L also available (bearing the
(Sinclair QL logo) and a

^ package containing all thn

,
as well as the Psion suite

V programs — cost only

\ $795.00. Quite a bargain
i lot of computer.

of fhe entire Sinclair

North American stock by A+
Computer Response Although
no word had been officially

given by Amstrod, It was (and
still is} generally believed that

they will not Introduce current o
future Sinclair computers info th

North American marketplac
"

Amstrad ifself will not
»r questions abt

predicted fc

marketplace In North A
A+ Computer Responsi

authorized dealers and actuolly
heOL For a while It

looked os if we were finally



authorized dealers and print

advertising started to appear.
But. after a few months the
advertising started to disappear
and displeasure has started to

dealers. A+ has started lo offer

merchandise direct to the public
in conflict with the original

understandings with the
authorized dealers, as well as
Introducing QL kits for well under
fhe price of a completely
ossemPled QL (The kits do not
come with either the Psion suite

or a user's manual). Although
fhe authorized dealers carry the
kits as well, the price ol a full QL
— assembled and with the
software and users' manual — Is

now as low as 3209.00.
New products are starting to

appear for the OL, o few Ot

here In fhe Slates, but the
majority of which must still be
Imported from the UK. The first

American piece of OL hardware
has made Its appearance In the
shape ot fhe OL Talker,

QL Talker

The Oi Talker, as the name
Implies, Is a speech synthesizer.

Unlike some earlier devices for

fhe ZX-81 and TIS 2068
computers, this one requires Just

the device itself - no additional
hardware [such as an amplifier
and speaker) or software They
are all built into the device In

purchased. All you have to do to

set up the Talker Is connect If to

to that part and print to

1,L,0 C s that Is

the OL Talker then re

siringls] senl to if, goes to its

built-in dictionary for the proper
sounds and produces the right

words (nearly all of the time)!

Although tl

some words phonetically, fhe QL
Talker produces the proper
sounds more often than any
synthesizer software lhat I have
previously encountered.

There are many uses for the

Talker for interactive sessions.
During a particularly long
search, one compony has
programmed ARCHIVE to
verbally call and Inform when

eliminating the need for the
businessman to sit and stare al
a blonk screen while the search
Is being completed.

Although a bit strange
sounding, by copying the QUILL
tile to SER2 (with the OL Talker
connected) I have heard this

column being read to me Any

produced as well, and 1986 saw
lis share in this area as well. A
look al some hardware comes
first. When the ZX-81 was

criticisms was Its small amount of

memory. The onboard 1K which
came with the ZX-81 was
Increased to 2K when Tlmex
Introduced the American version
- the TrS 1000. This was later

Increased to 16K onboard In

1983 when the T/S 1500 was
Introduced. When personal
computers first appeared on fhe
scene, 16K RAW was considered
massive. Even the 1K and 2K
which the earlier computers

Consider the fact that even an
unexpended ZX-81 is mote
powerful than EMIAC - the tlrst

computer which caused city

lights to dim each time II was
usedl But even if you used a
ZX-81 you were still able to
expand your computer. The most
popular expansions In those
days came from Memotech. and
for about $200.00 you could
expand your S99.G0 compuler to

a full 64K. And If that were not
enough tor you. o system was
available with which you could
lurther expand your ZX-81 to one
megabyte! Of course this would

computer for that price But
when the T/S 2068 was finally

e with T.

liny to b
ponded lo one megabyte

without a lot of expensive

memory chips properly
configurd as the bank switching
capability was already resident
in fhe computer. Bui no T/S 2068

expansion was
planned, and until 1986 none
were developed.

This TIS 2068 compatible
memory expansion takes the

' cartridge

fhe front of the computer. One of
Ihe features of this unit which
mokes It popular is the lilhlum
battery onboard. By continually
supplying power lo the RAM

volatile memory. Programs
and/or data are Immediately
available upon power-up
without the need to load from

CP/M

Speaking of mass storage
devices, as reported a few
months ago, CP/M compatibility
was Introduced for the T/S 2068
during the year. Combining their

long standing design in floppy
disk Interfaces lor both the T/S

1000 and T/S 2068. AERCO has
opened up the world of popular
CP/M software for the T/S 206B

:.
: ::"

.: .-,-. "
;

great deal of CP/M software
available — both professional
(such as Wordstar] and public
domain. Any CP/M program In

to run on the TIS 2068.
Developments lor the TIS 1000

have not completely
disappeared either, and In 1986
a hondful of products still made
their way to market tor these

'
s. Graphics,

Ihe T/S 1500 - v.

the general scheme ol fhir

had software developed
specifically lor It. This take:
form ot o high resolution
dungeon game by the nai
Dungeon of Ymlr. It conlalr

s. Thanks to b
routines you can save games in

progress and load them back In

seventy seconds. Various versions
are available depending on

There continued to be a large

due to the conlinued popularity
of various Spectrum Emulators.
However, while ZX-B1 software
runs fine on T/S 1000's and T/S

1500's, and Spectrum software is

compatible with Spectrum
emulated T/S 2068s. the QL -
with Its JSU ROM - sfill has to
rely on modifications to British

software before 100%
compatibility Is achieved.

Where will 1987 take us? It's

hard to say. After all, many
observers [mysell Included) have
prematurely written the Sinclair
computers' obituary in the past.

they w
e things jriylil ,-j

North American Sinclair faithful

have the tendency to conlound
Ihe pundits. Hopefully 19B7 will
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mu
The Friendly
Programmer

When someone else's

program crashes on

you it's "bad

programming" but

when your own

program crashes who

can you blame? User

friendliness begins at

home as Alan Davis

explains..

.

ol Things 1o Come''
had just bought a sxx
n arriving hi ~

'

3 monoge it in tt

he'd read a couple ol chapters.

his lingers accidentally turned

Now the designer ol the book
hadn't anticipated that anyone
could do such a silly thing — so
the page-opening mechanism
jammed, and the book snapped
shut. "Oh well, my tault" said Sid.

philosophically. (It

Weak links

Usually, the friendliness ol a
program Isn't determined by
ingenious programming Ralher,

il depends on the programmer
painstakingly searching lor

anticipating potential errors In

such a way ihat they're

progra
-, 'he u

dbylr

rUtr

present poi

Input Is needed tram
and It's predominant!
that we'll be looking

*, the danger

open again.) This lime he look
great care not to turn two pages
at a time, but alter a while he
just couldn't resist trying to sneak
a look at the last page to see it

it really was the Duller who did II

Now I know thai this Is an odd
way -o oegln an article on
SLX'CiM.n- programming. 8ut

y it. Unlortunolely It was one
ose new-tangled boo'-i hi'c-J

a complicated ontfpftocy
ce to deleal photo-ccwon.

a quarter o'
anhou to get 1 OP« Still, he

<ML
KEK ***
KEH

SE11
MENU

m
OUT1NE

10 CLS - F

S";AT le.S;'
INT A
: Do o.eth

"OPTION

TO
50

SE SELECT. .

.

"

PAUSE »' LET
IF s<"l" OK

BEEP .1,30
GO SUB 100.UA

CLS = PRINT A

E'4! THEN G

3 CLS™ P

h.t
10

310 GO SIB
3^0 pause «

'press a kev

""" :
!; i:-:r

getting at. We've all bought [and
perhaps — heaven forbid! —
even wnfen] programs which
were poorly error-trapped,
crashing without warning as the
result o* an injudicious key-press;

we're all distressingly tomiliar
"arte "protection"
hong up the
you press BREAK;

LENSIOK has lound no difficulty

at all in achieving a ploce In

the top ten list of contributors lo

the misery of mankind.
Only one person sutlers from

all this; the user of the program.
In principle "

:< Is probably to present him

him (or a single prod at the

keyboard to moke his selection.

This automatically puts a limit

to the silly things he might try to

do. and has the great
advantage ol being easy to

our tosk of error-trapping is

made very straightforward.

Listing 1 Is the soil of routine

one might use here It presents a
choice of three actions (pointless

ones, here — but this Is only on
examplel determined by
pressing key 1, 2, ot 3 - and Is

about as simple to operate as
any program could be. In fact,

short of pressing BREAK, the user

simply can'f crash the program
— because line 40 rejects every
keypress except the three

find u

(.buttt

Srograms give him a rough ride

3 I thought It might be a good
Idea II we tried to find a few
ways ot making life easier for

him wtwfl writing our own
pogroms. The keyword, then, is

(riiTi^iv'i and friendliness is

always worth striving lor. no
mattef what kind ot program
,.:.-.• writing. It doesn't even
ii.on.'i • the program Is a utility

!_>' I written only for your own
um oecause we oil make
misio«-$; and the losf thing you

utility A'llch leoves you in a
otter maybe hours ol work,

ing key by accident.
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a good deal by taking
one specific example and
delving Into il thoroughly —
because it's really the thinking
process underlying this which is

Important, rather than the
example itselt.

The example I've chosen is

one which commonly arises In

programs of many types,
namely, where the program

arbitrary condition that tor son-

reason peculiar to the sltuatior

the number mustn't exceed 50
This Is lust the kind of thing
which could orise In a typical
programming situation.

On the face of It, Lilting 2
would appear to be a
straightforward answer to the
problem. It uses the simple
BASIC "INPUT" command to

assign a vol

e whether the value entered Is

permissible (x mustn't exceed 50,

I remember), and prints an
appropriate comment. It works,
of course: but as a piece of

"friendly programming" It's a

many possible ways of crashing
It. Just for starters, try entering a
letter, or several letters, or even
(since there's nothing to stop you)
something like VAL z$!

Improving Input

given In Lilting 3. We're

now we're picking up the entry
not as a number, x. but as a
string, z$ This gl\

subroutine (lines 500-550). This
rejects the input If the entry Is

either on empty string, or It any

ropriate comment a

This Is

n fact -
n to o

well consider It good enough.
But it's by no means perfect,

because the INPUT command
still has a couple of nasty tricks

up Its sleeve Try pressing CAPS
SHIFTI6, tor example

Alternatively, type In lots of

quaint fondness lor the "STOP in

INPUT" and "Number too big"
error reports, II looks as though

friendly Input routines.

Obviously, to improve matters
further, we'll have to abandon
the INPUT command altogether,

trapping is done in line 20:

because we're reading the
keyboard using INKEYS, we can
examine each keypress as It

comes, and Ignore It If It Isnt
either a number (CHRS A6 -
CHRS 57), ENTER [CHRS 13], or
DELETE (CHRS 12). This still leaves
quite a lot to be done, though
The variable "I" keeps count of

the number ol valid characters
typed, so that line 30 can
prevent the user attempting to

ENTER or DELETE a non-existent
number. Line 70 solves the
problem ol the "Number too
big" error by limiting the
number ol digits that can be
typed lo 5.

"--

irata
,-, iNIrP is

e DELETEby It

Although there

be about as far as you could go
in BASIC It's as crash-prool as the
menu routine in Listing 1, In that

only BREAK will defeat it If you
type It In and try it, though, you
may notice a marginal
sluggishness In the keyboard

'""
"inly very slight, but

a you il toa
checks between each keypress
(for some other specific
application) it could become
irritating. The problem arises ol

course because the more work
you ask the program to do
between each keypress, the

The only comprehensive
solution to this is to read the
keyboard and do all the
"between keypresses" error

returning lo BASIC only when the
input Is ENTERed. One way of

tackling this Is the assembler
program I've given In Lilting 5.

ZX Computing Monthly February 1987

m
e LAST-K, which stores tt

coae of the last newly presse
key. II this Is non-zero, indlcati

a keypress, then the error-

trapping checks are called c

after another so that only a v
keypress Is accepted. The
routine also looks after the
printing ot digits to the screer

nn

program like this will

short BASIC subroutin
— such as the one V\

Listing 6. If you want to try

out for yoursell you'll

machine Code residi g in

every way lik-:-- .

that all trace of keyboard
sluggishness has disappeared,
together with the added bonus

input Is being requested, mere Is

absolutely nothing at all that the
user can do which will cause a
crash. Error-trapping is complete
and the only Improvement in the
way of friendliness would be to

Include more detailed prompt

general process Involved which
is Important, rather than the
details: and I hope that the
method ot progressively isolating
the problems and then solving

" "9 examples

ii gc *

;. the
I largely

depend on how likely f Is that

^Ejn
INPUT ROUTINE

3 REH
T ,=0i PRINT tt

liflT a.Bi-Hou «an uauld you hk

20 PRINT HliftT .(;">"= PAUSE
0- LET i*=INKEY$: LET k=C0DE it:
IF [!t<4B OR k>57
kOlZ THEN CO T
30 IF NOT i AND tk=13 OR li = 12l

40 BEEP .05,30
50 IF k=12 THEM
TO 28
60 IF k = 13 THEN

70 IF i=5 THEN
,ltl»!> LET zl

=zI+U: LET 1 = 1 + 1 GO TO 20

"o
,

viiP
ry

'

* h *"^*-2"'

b

ita*co to 10°
X<

"
hSVS

590 LET lai-ll L
N Z*-IJ 1 PRINT Bl AT 1, if ": E
ETURN



o
z
E
S
<
at

O
Oa
a.

E

I can't leave ihe subject ot

friendliness without saying a
word about "protection" Son

slopping the program a
getting into a mess. Bui

pressing BREAK causes t

nlng! Furthermore,
meffiods are actually quite
pointless. They certainly won't

make your program uncopyable,
and It all you're worried about is

to keep prying eyes from your

coda then II stands to reason

understanding your program In

the first place will have no
difficulty In making short work of

? Think tv

'1 you-

Letfers

preferably «

e subject should
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HI50PT BASICM P I
string variables

applications wl

of program to run at a
reasonable speed on the
Spectrum you need to program
In machine code and that lakes

Alternatives are to use a
special language such as White
Lightning or to get a compiler to
change BASIC Into machine

n attempted

Including entry points lithe
program was split into st

dependent on the number of

needed and use of the
PLOT/DRAW (unctions. By
specifying Integer and positive
integer variables at the stort by
using the directive REM; INI

is optimised.
Error messages are clear,

detailed In the manual and are
produced on either ol the first

two ot the three passes the
program makes.
My next test was to try ond

find a BASIC program on tape
[all mine being kept on the
inoperable disk drive) eventually

t Included a DIM Al.2.4,3]

The next was a copy ot an
earlier ZXC listing called
Platform Jack, a rather slow
jump game. It compiled after

h MCODER 1. 2 8; 3,

d Its purchaser's

Floating point

whole numbers], compiler for all
Ihe Spectrum vorlants. The code
itsell occupies around 11K.

HISoft claim this means that
programs up to 30K can be
compiled In one operation, 128
and PLUS 2 owners have a
slightly modified operating
system which takes advantage o
some of the capabilities ot the

The compiler code is located
low In memory between the
system variables and the
microdrlve map area. Memory
maps ot Ihe program's
requirements are given in the

Limitations are tew and are
unlikely to be restrictive unless
vou require them for a specific
programming purpose These
are that no eipress ions are
allowed in DATA statements.

First the SO page manual
deserves a congratulatory
mention. 1 took It oway and re<

" " 'o Its step by step

any problem a

computer.

rled running It direct from tape,
t locked up!
Only when I disconnected my

Incompatible w
s they re

Discovery which is compatible
with the microdrlve system. A b
of a disappointment.

The program was now workir
and the short demos/examples
worked perfectly and
Impressively. This Is the only
compiler I know which can
handle Sinclair's computed
GOTO and GOSUB features.

The speed increase wi
but this is explained, c

reasonably so. as bein

n the o
-.ge,

that in proctical terms oround
11K to 15K wos compilable In
one go For really long programs
then It may be possible to break
them into smaller units and
compile to specific addresses A
special facility to compile DATA
and program separately Is built
into the program.

I am proud to note that ZXC is

credited a'
"

il for a
ne of Tonl Baker's

Probably the mc

certainly produce
il quality programs ol

types, but to produce that
'Ihe-art graphic arcade
jiece Is unlikely without

n written machine code
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THE DISC
COLUM

John Wase presents another

selection of useful routines for

ERY

o
o

s
O

Discovery owners.

neat little COPV routine trom
John Bennett, who lives near
Bedford, that enables you to

dump a screen to a printer.

Funny, I
was asking lor this sort of

thing only in last month's
column, and before it's even
printed, here It is! The program
(Figure 1) is short, eoslly typed

3 120 switches the
printer to graphics mode Line

140 does the plotting for one
pass ol the print head and line

160 a line feed The spaaing is

returned to normal In line 180

and line 190 closes the stream.

And there It Is, complete with a
SAVE routine at the end. Figure 2
is a picture from my old tape of

Lunar Jetman produced by this

routine. Although It was
originally written for a Shlnwa
CP80. I! works line on my Epson
FX80, too. The only problem is. as

some machine code might
come In useful. How about II,

iy eye. This

Ts another program for playing
with the CATalogue tile,

somewhat more explicit than the
very short BASIC routine which I

disc numbered to 718, and
each sector can hold 256 bytes

of CAT or program Information
The CAT tile uses the first sewn

rs [numbered to 6). T--e

programs, data Hies
code, etc. i

bytes = 1.75K "

disc name use the first 32 b,v-
and each subsequent file u-e-.

16 bytes This means thai there i

room for Information on 110

POKEd Into the machine code
routine. Then, In line 120, the d
Is FORMATIed with the name, f

indicating 7 sectors). However, by
Inserting another value in this

4th byte, we can extend the
number ol sectors in the CAT file

up to a moximum of 43. This

676 tiles In the CAT file In

addition to the first 32 bytes
which contain the disc name
and formatting information. This,

In turn, leaves us 676 sectors. As

than one program tile or

what-have-you on a sector, Ihe
moximum number of programs.
etc. winch can be stored Is 67.

lust equal to the maximum
number of flies in the CAT tile.

and probably enough for most
people.

The program

belongs

is valuable
the program loads

ters this byte, and
tor back to where it

i 10 to 30 set up the 40
byte machine code routine
protected by CLEAR 65069 in IIP

10. Lines 40 to 60 ask you to

INPUT Ihe drive number, check

Code
The machine code In Figure 4
has comments alongside edch
step and Is pretty self-

explanatory. II loads the
selected sector from the disc
Into the Spectrum's RAM, starting

at address 65110 (see assembly
listing, line 14), having first

loaded HL with the number ol

the CAT sector required; in this

case, the tlrst sector, number zero

(line 12). The number ol CAT
sectors required Is 'poked' Into

address 65114 (line 3] and the

sector is saved back to the disc:

finally (last line) the Spectrum
ROM is paged back in with a
return to BASIC

Fastload

This program, by Nell Hewitt of

Coventry Is one of a whole
clutch of looder-programs
and/or catalogue programs

i
you've already
have to be
Although it has

that «...

r=OKF= il

e;ISc
,k lor il

lotto* the maximum number
o o*"'l by this routine. Next, in

its 9C to 100, you are asked to

INPUT me number of Tiles, f,

which you need to save on the
Is number is also

to si

e 110 v,

impressive presentation; t

style windows. In particuli

most attractive.

The program In Figure 5 Is all In

BASIC Type It in. using graphics

A In place of the question marks
In line 9993 and save It as 'run',

auto running from line 1. It
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im
appetite. Figures 6 and 7 show the code-length ol the tiles. Files

them In the catalogue printout

background) and the
MISCELLANEOUS menu (green mark at the beginning ol the

filename: a LOAD and ERASE

option (LOAD). Hashing. The bv pressing Q to quit — the only option Is provided to deal with

along the menu bar highlighting the name, without the question

required option is selected by straightforward — you can load.
or load and run programs or
code, or erase any tile, and

being made lust as there is a miscellaneous section

-? vV,'//
' IffM-WSJ THE GAME

LO CLEAH 630G9: LET c-Ol FOR
r2N

I
TLiMB

l

tr*""
'"** 7 '""

The catalogue section is quite
versatile: it Is printed in three
columns so thai it doesn't easily

30 off-screen (we had two lost

imit w'ith Sinclairi Rom lettering)

different sizes. Those who might
run up against this problem
should use a program like Jose
Pedro's "opuscat" In spite of this

ZX Computing Monthly Febru



W
very neot, ond lor mere BASIC
|ob packs in lol ot features
and presents Ihem very nicely.

It written for a single
sc: for drive 2 you merely
alter line 3D. The listing

programs, then, ond some larger
size dumps, too. with pretty

shading? And don't forget fhe
random access facility. Several

stored on disc or even

professional presentation.
Finally, please can I a|

to you lo submit program
tope or preferably on disi

O
O

>
o
o

,'

.: .

.-;;•
: ;-

E'^^rr!™

;

L|pi
r"2fsr. _ ...

I'liiiiTf *:;!
*::::z

is]!.s"'"£'!:u;.rrj

- . _, |M | | | | Ml —— —~

i_ o 5 d c o d e
Load Code & R y

n

Load Hidden Fi Le



Rese t Di _

set IF! Map
Boo t Prog ram
Change Dr i ve

DISCS
AT LOW PRICES

IN PLASTIC LIBRARY CASES

BULK DISCS AT CRAZY PRICES

at .ensible discount

i LQ1000 E699.95
•• JX80(col) E399.95

b HI BO (plotter] £349.35LQ8Q0

Colour Monitors. Massive Discounts
OS BM7502 (Green) E79.39

HlN (,;. SM7522 (Amber) ES9.99
Pr.ilips9501 (Med- res Colour) E199.99
~'ilipsB533(HI-res Colour) EZ69.99

JUST DISKS
18. CRESCENT WAY, GREEN ST. GREEN,

ORPINGTON, KENT BR6 9LS
Tel: 0689 61947 _—

All prices include VATand PSP QS

It's easy to
complain about
advertisements.

But which ones?

r in print, on posters or in thecinei

Mcwt of them comply with the ml
it the British Code of AJv,

ii break the rules and
Practice,

But some of th

If you're not sure about which ones they

are. however, drop us a line and we'll send you

an abridged copy of the Advertising Code-

Then, if an advertisement bothers /
you. you'll be justified in bothering us. -g

The Advertising Standards Authority w
H an advertisement is wrong,we're here to put it right

A5ALld,Depl2BmiilI HUus 1.-,Tomne.onl'lace.L,!nJi>nWnE7HN
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WEb€%f
THE

Carol Brooksbank with

advice on using screen

dumps in a more

versatile way

modes. This makes II possible to

change the proportions of the

screen dump in printing, subtly

altering the width ot the image
on the paper. Obviously 'he

be, but the most Important thing

progra
i The

again, any similar package will

do, or you can use a light pen
or even BASIC or Spectrum block
graphics.

Unless you are lucky (or rich)

enough to own a colour-let

printer, your printouts are going
to be in black and white, so

Every club should have omong

with a printer capable of screen
dumps Why? Because the
Spectrum can take care ot all

the printing ot tickets, posters,

notepaper headed with the club
logo — in tact, virtually all ol The

printing requirements can be
handled cheaply and quickly

by someone with a bit o'

printer!Interlace combinations
these days that it is impossible
to say that any one is better

program Draw DX-85, ar

Epson RX80F/T printer Th

Wafadrive Draw prograr
great advantage of ottering

dump and
you, by poking
e program, to take

nage graphics

5T LUKE'S CHURCH

CHOIR
5UPPER
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simple. Fussy graphics may gain
gasps of admiration on the
screen. They usually look a
lumbled mess on paper.

You need lo know whether
your screen dump gives a true
or distorted reproduction, and
the easiest way to find out Is lo

proportion on paper (Figure 1).

In the Laughter and Tears poster,
the tape reels had to be round,
so they are egg-shaped on
screen (Figure % You must either
take advantage ot the distortion

or compensate lor it Remember

Multiple dumps

n figure e lettering Is— d the

dump in size 1. In figure 2, two
size 3 dumps one above the
other make an A4 poster, with
the gramophone, size 1,

superimposed It you have the
facility lor different sires, small
detailed sections are (

'they a n full

in the printing. The Laughter and
Tears tickets were produced by
printing the poster screens side

program rr

this way Is

LHII«HTI-»

Trails (If®
'^SJfilSCELLflHT"
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LMICHTEIL

^IpftECOIRDED/^
^yfi i s c e l lHih y vj»y

IIIIUIIHniLT I1IIIIH

UEDHESDRY, HPRIL 9TH

PLOUGHMRN'S SUPPER

IN RID OF THE HEATING FUND

reference point — I use the
numbered bar which presses
against the poper — and find
out where this falls on the first

dump when the second one I:

paper. You will have lo
experiment until you get the
effect you want, but once you
have It. write the position of yc
marker down. Then, when you

- -o III I he irop.

10 " SCREENSLOAD "postl
POKE 23296,3

30 GO SUB 1000
40 PAUSE
SO LOAD "post 2" SCREENS
60 GOSUB 1000
70 PAUSE



/////
80 LOAD "poit 3" SCREENS
W POKE 23296,1
100 OOSUB 1000
140 STOP S AHBJ1BI R81B1BL
1000 FOB x=1 TO 10 BJBBfl £U 'S'B-BI
1010 DRAW • I jHIBQiBi I S .HE
1020 OPEN* *3,"C"
1030 LPRINT CHRS (12);

IJIHff iMI B JIB)
1040CLOSE#*3
1050 NEXT X
1060 RETURN iiml
Lines 20 and 90 set the dump

Lines 40 and 70 allow me to put
the paper through again,
olloned tor the next dump.

Hiiinitffi(Wiflr
TEfMliWWLines 1000 to 1060 ate the

subroutine which prints the
required number ol copies. PROGRAMME
Line 1010 Is the Walodrive screen
dump command.
Lines 1020 - 1040 send a form
teed to the printer.

lettering is very Important In

most printing work. The Artist

otters a number of type (aces.
and the overlay' option allows 1 A A A A
you to enlarge, reduce or \A*Aa A AsaA/W \/^Aa m/\ Aa/ \/VJ 1
change the proportions of the V w m/ Y/v^V V pVp \/W V 1

design. However, 1 find that this
Flgut.4

option Is not really accurate
enough tor lettering, because
distortions are sometimes dump I have not tried It yet. but walk Ihe dog, go to the pub or
Introduced which may vary 1 sounds promising.
between Instances o( the same for tickets, cord con be used Any club, church or group
letter, so 1 hove developed my f your printer accepts cut paper which needs printing, especially 1

for fund raising, will find yourown machine code program out my Epson will only accept
which replaces each pixel In ery thin card. Anything as thick

3i a postcard slicks In the roller.

services Invaluable If you have
the original letter by a block of a small business, printing your
pixels in a specified size. 11 you have managed to 11nd some own stationery with your logo
have to use the enlarge option *ery light weight card In A4 size

in a graphics package, you may money, but also avoid disaster

have to tidy the lettering up, irlnt three tickets on each sheet
nvestlgatlons at your local

when you find you have olmost
because differences between
letters In your poster will stand stationer Or orl shop will have not ordered a tresh supply.
out (Ike a sore thumb The probably turn up something Once you have the design
shading effect in the Laughter screen, the Specfrum can run
and Tears poster Is obtained by logos (or headed notepaper the new ones off In no time. You
hollowing out the letters, leaving are the easiest of all. Once you do not need fo be on artistic

just the outline ol each one, then have your design screen, simply genius. Simple designs are often 1

using the graphics package fill'

option to till each letter with a
un a box of paper through the more effective than elaborate
printer making a small screen ones. Next time your club Is

lump at the top of each sheet. having a function, try designing
a few tickets or posters andExperiment with type faces to here Is very good quality tracto

make sure they still 'work' In the eed paper around — my showing them round. You will

o
z

size you plan. The Artist gothic avourlte Is Blue Chip — so you tlnd It Is great tun to do them
tont looks line on screen or In can write a FOR-NEXT loop with anyway, but don't blame me II

size 1. but enlarged too much it a screen dump and a form-feed you never have any spare time
Is terrible. (Figure 5). set the thing going and leave It afterwards, because you ore

s
s
<

always In demand as a printer.

Colour MmI

there are tricks you can use to
make your posters more eye-

o
at
a.

catching. Printing on coloured
paper can be effective, but your
printer will need a cut paper

come across troclor feed paper JL
in colours. Ribbons are available jy^ -j I

2 some printers. For the Epson, my 1 L ,-|1 L-. ^ .
3 _Ti i i

i

as well as black, and the -r"TLP .
et cartridges are easily changed,

colours. I was Interested to see a
"U" ^^ m j « w «

5
Ul

review In the November ZXC ol a
new program - Foster Machine
— which lets you produce large

</> posters In sections from a screen
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BECOME A FORTUNE
HUNTER!
Have you got what it

takes to suffer the

slings and arrows of

outrageous football

fortunes? Prove your

footballing knowledge

In our quiz and you

could carry off COS's

new football game.

iBrion dough's Football Fortur

puts you in the manager -'

the problems that lace n

to star players, cash No
and learn selection.

Football Fortunes Is an
absorbing blend of computer
and board game and your
success depends on building l

a strong team. Vour p\a\
represented by cards bearing
trie names Ot well known
footballers. Each footballer has i

"star rating". The bigger your
total team star rating the better

YOU C

h your opponents. Chase Web and CDS.

-I -,;,.

pltlolls built inlo tt- _
guarantee that you can't be sur

01 victory until the proverbial
llnal whistle

Above all Football Fortunes Is

designed to be a sociable
game (lor 2 to 5 players) end ill

up to you whether the tactics
used to win league

s*i;ib d but Ic

studded with

The game will nave an
ppeoMor the soccer (rat

but you don't have to be c

football lanatlc to enjoy it.

How to Enter

coupon provided and send yoi
entries to Football Fortunes
Competition. ZX Computing
Monthly, No 1 Golden Square,

Football Fortunes Competition

Send your entry to Football Fortunes Competition, ZX Compuling, t

1 Golden Square. London W1R 3A&

jting Monthly February 1967





EXPERT SYSTEMS
Would you accept

advice from your

computer? David

Nowotnik introduces a

new series that will

show how the

principles of expert

systems can be applied

to the Spectrum and

^V. tew years ago, a popular
series of TV advertisements lor

one of the ma)or bonks had the
theme ot a 'personal' bank
manager living in a customer's
wordrobe Do you rememfc
These advertisements tried
across the idea that bank
managers [of that particular
chain] were more approachabl
lor financial advice that
commonly envisaged. Despite

into a computer program Is just

one branch ot Al programs
which achieve this are called
'Expert Systems', and. believe It or
not, expert systems are already

It's only a matter of time before
they'll be entering our homes.
They will be our personal bank
manager'. They will also give us
advice on a variety ot subjects;

graduate Is experle

managers continue ft

distant as before. But
much longer, many h

advls
j That

personal computer; a computer
with human-like expertise.

For years, one principle
direction of computer science
has been the development of
programs whir"

T'-.l:

generally i:

intelligence; Al tor short. Popular
science fiction has predicted
what Al might be achieving for

us in the future. Computers with
Intelligence equalling or
surpassing that ol humans has
been the subject ol several
popular movies and TV series;
remember HAL In '2001' — R2D2
and C3PQ in Star Wars' - ORAC
ol 'Blake's 7 - Kin in Knight
Wider'? All these ore computer
systems which perform fasks such
as give advice, assist. Inform,
plon, forecast, and diagnose.

Naturally, com
yet achieved the
sophistication n

programs have been developed.

developed, which begin to
approach this level of Al. The
ability to place human expertise

The Turing Test

The concept of Al ond expert

:oncepts of Al were
being considered. Alan Turing,
whose Irogic story Is now the
subject of a West End play, gave
his name In 1936 to the Turing
Test. The ultimate test of Al would

Later, in the I960* scientists

General Problem Solver! the
ultimate computer system which
hod the Intellectual capability
to solve all problems While this
wonderful Idea tailed, this work

principles used In the 1970s and
'Bus to generate programs which

human knowledge and

Development Is still going on;
ihe Japanese hove mode great

work In the development of the
fifth genera'
ol the olms
systems whi

sense. The sheer complexity o
that problem has been
relegated to the next generatioi

low experts work. Humon
jxperls hove a wide knowledge
it their subject. But knowledge is—

' if being an expert.

fhon a recently qualified
graduate accountant. The
graduate should have a
broader ond fuller knowledge of
accountancy than his senior
colleague The senior man
certainly will not hove the same
knowledge of up-to-date
methods and techniques as Ihe
graduate. But what Ihe senior

Advice

We don't become experts simply
by reading books on a subject.
All we have is knowledge; we
need to develop experience to
use that knowledge to make
decisions. We may read o text

but we still need to go to an

sell our British Telecom, TSB or
British Gas shares. But buy and
sell shares only o tew times you

experience necessory to make
your own decisions on

So. an exert system has to 0-

more than just a dotobase:

knowledge. Many readers will

be using databases on their

database, you are providing
yourself with information. You

make judgements a

In Ihe expert syslem. it is the
computer program which selects
Ihe inlormalion and makes
judgements according to rules
presented to It. These rules are
the some as a human exped

consciously. To produce an
expert system a specialist called
a knowledge engineer will

interview an expert to extract
those rules trom him, so that they
can be built Into a computer
program alongside the
database

It Is perhaps a llftle

misleading to liken the
knowledge built Into an expert

s There
il to link Ihot ki

many different wc
an expert system, but on«
most common Is the rule
system (BBS). Here rules, vi

much like IF . . . THEN stal

of BASIC form an Integral pari
Ihe knowledge bosr

Bui to determine
should opply to a
problem, another
program has to bi this Is

!X Computing Monthly February 1987



EXPERT SYSTEMS

fields In which these features are
slored con be searched, ond
particular records (rules)

selected ond applied to any
problem In question.

The final part of the expert
system has to be the human

human expert, the expert system
must determine what it Is

expected to achieve (its goal),

then ask the tight questions to

provide Itself with the information

to match againsl its knowlege

which nnv non-expert user con
I It must be able

Diagnosis

All that is a lot to ask of a dumb'
computer, and II is little wonder
that expert systems can lake
thousands of man hours to

develop Most of the early
systems were custom built. The
earliesl system of any
significance was called MYCIN.
Developed In 1976, it contained
over 400 rules and provided
advice to doctors on the
diagnosis and appropriate
antibiotic treatment ot blood
bacterial diseases While this

program was a milestone in

expert syslem. It also provided
Important lessons In user

' n the treatment

Normally, an IF ... THEr

will provide a certain resu

condition is met. In BASIC
IF X=1 THEN LET b=2
will always
2 whenever x=1. That is fine in

lite. Say you had an expert
system in which you wanted to

determine the species of a farrr

IF It produces milk THEN It li a

could also b

making declsli

e that a
the Information necessary
make a certain prediction oi an
outcome. Human experts will

deal with such uncertainty in an
empirical way They will,

unconsciously, be applying
probabilities lo rules [gained

- - fence or knowledge],
inlng these
;s in some logical

fashion to provide degrees of

uncertainty on various outcomes.
For example,

will make a ludger

the judgement, but an
experienced man should be
able to pick most likely slocks to

rise or fall.

In the milk producer example,
If, say, 9B% of milk produced
comes from cows, then there will

be a 98% certainty on the rule I

It produces milk then It is a cow'
being correct. In expert systems.

combine the probabilities from
various rules more precisely than
the human expert in predicting
an outcome. In building the
expert system, the expert, in

many coses, must provide a
certainty factor with each rule.

The computer will then
calculate very precisely the
overall probability in coming lo

a decision. Of course, what it still

lacks Is common sense!
As I sold at the beginning, It

wont be too long before expert
systems will become available
on home computers. Arguably,
they have arrived already.

Digital Precision have recently

announced the 'Better Basic
Expert System' for the QL. At the

time of writing, no review of this

producl has appeared, so there
is no confirmation of the
supplier's claims. But, It appears
that this program will

SuperBASIC program and
Improve Its style and correct
mistakes. The human equivalent
would be the expert
programmer who corrects the

efforts of a novice. Because of

the complexity of the problem,
Digital Precision's product
deserves to call itself an expert
system — If it works as promised.

Shells

Writing a custom-bulll expert

system from scratch does require

an enormous amount of eflorf To

simplify matters, there are
programs recently ovolloble lor

business microcomputers which

system. These programs are

Ihe Expert' provide the rules

and. perhaps, the certolnty

faclors In others, the program
leorns by example. Vou provide

which mlluenced the outcome

rules Is important It the field of

expertise can undergo change
— if Ihe rules which govern

For business, expert systems
have a logical place For

instance, staff losses, particularly

expertise on a computer, and
the replacement to the
departed member of staff will

previous Incumbenf left off.

Certain company experts, lor

example accountants, are
frequently called on to give

advice They may not always be
readily accessible to those

expertise into an expert system.

That program can be copied
many times over, and distributed

to the people that need It. This,

hopefully, doesn't mean that

human experts can be replaced
once they have committed all to

an expert system, lust that they

necessary. After

expertise. The ability tor an
expert system to be taught neu

of expert

Frequently,

Experts at home

Probobly the ordinary

he doesn't know who
approach to get advice. The
recent surge of interest in share
ownership with the British

Telecom, TSB and British Gas

people in this country owning
shares. Filling In the forms lo

Aidoi u dispose of them.

shares? And where do you go for

advice on such matters? I

wouldn't be surprised If an
expert system tor this application
appears soon — for house
purchase and the diagnosis of

simple ailments can'l be long
away either. There's a market
there for any budding

Hopefully, you have reached

typo i ond tr

mples

Spectrums and Qls. LISP ond
PROLOG are the more popular
programming languages of Al,

but it is surprising what con be
achieved in BASIC Well,

hopefully you will be pleasantly

surprised over the next few

ZX Computing Monthly Februar



QL news from Brian

Beckett

THE LAST ZX microfalr oi the
year was held on 13 December
and you might be iorgiven tor

thinking thai ii was the Spectrun

the QL For a pre-Xmas loir,

hardly anybody was there
(maybe no one's giving presents

Ihls year] and virtually all the

belore. A very notable exception
is Prehistoric Adventure [£9.99)

from Crusader Computing. Its

an adventure game which takes

the hero "Ohio (remind you ot

anybody?) Irom Stonehenge into

a prehistoric world on i

'

expansion
be able to buy the keyboard

Dy itself tor £99.95 which if, Mt*ci

with a special interlace slotting

Into the processor socket and
fully user Installable without

dragging out the soldering i"1"

This just gives you another

d well worthkeyboard

Buying the full upgrade kit.

quantum leap Into something

game and you gel a

o tough
(or a hin

Elekronic can make it IBM
compatible. Remember that

diehard QL owners will soon be
laced with hordes of boring
people bragging about their

new Amslrad PCs and from what

kit should give plenty ot scope
tor putting them lr

"--'-

II report In greater detail.

Q I COLUMN
Apart from ihls and a couple

of ofher Spectrum gomes, the

show pretty much belonged to

Ihe poor old QL. The big news
lor vau auantum leapers out

mlng keyboards lor

3 tired o

o( Microdeal who were
endure my nine-year-ol'

endlessly playing the Ii

black box. The Schon QL
keyboard due tor release
around Christmas will sell at

£53.95 and lust slots In to

replace Sinclair's original. So It's

compatible with all existing

peripherals and the prototype
that 1 played with had o good
professional feel to it. Apart from
the function keys [which are In

red], ihe replacement board is

in good-old-SL-matching basic

QL that takes on an Amsfrad-llke
appearance

But for those ot you who want
to tool your triends Into thinking
you've tossed ihe old QL out and
bought something in the IBM
price range, those devilishly

clever Wesf Germans at ABC
Elekironic are preparing to

release a QL upgrade kit

consisting ot a fully separate
IBM-lormat, XT-style. 83-key
keyboard and

glnal QL game Stone R

collecting oi hexogems. It sells

for £19.95 and sadly it looks to

be the last QL game from

e Microdeal's last

/erybody e

and the QL is not longer a
profitable area of the games
market.

Another good new QL game
Is Tank Busters (£14.95] from

Stellasoft. The ob|ect is lo

recapture the Island ol Stanley
' the Invading forces of one
Gene 'Goltll

) Tlv=- Mat
allable In the

UK from Digital Precision. For

your £210. you'll get the
keyboard, the malnboard box.

two 3.5 disc drives (or one 3.5

and one hard disc drive), a two m
genuine on-otl swiich and two some
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if lonk battles As tank

destroy the enemy by means of

a sophisticated radar and an
Intelligent gunslght. The graphic

mn
game) involving a seek-and-
destroy mlssln against a well-

proiected underground
computer complex. The gam

real challenge. I suspect mo;

*[ortmemory by r

more bargains
designing garni
enables ihe programmer to

create truly involved and highly

sophisticated packages.
If you don't like copy-

protected micro drives that won't

let you fully duplicate the master

temperamental microdrlves, is a
constant worry], Compware has
released Copycat at £10.99. It

256K RAM (and you h

e £25 le'

Christmas), get Taskmaster from

multitasking program which
enables you [with sufficient RAM)
to run all lour Psion programs at

the same time. The program
contains a facility for backing
up, copying and editing tiles

the user to enter results directly

into the particular program from

ot the same time. It is also:--•.;
multitasking with Taskmaster. It is

a very sophisticated package

enough memory it's possible to

your QL and Psion packages for

complex and serious work,
Taskmaster is an unQuestionable

Liberator

I also picked up a Liberator (£60)

Superbosic compiler from
Liberation Software which Is

aiming to take on Supercharge
in a big way. A factor ot eight is

described as "typical" for the

speed-up in run-times tor

programs compiled with

Liberator, and with large

programs factors of up to 50 are

claimed. It's a well-designed
package with a good manual
and the program has an
assembler interface to support
Superbasic extensions,

procedures and functions written

in assembly language. If

large programs may be

enough space to report



ABACKWARD
GlanceatUtilities

Some
utilities

only show

their true

colours after

'"'GRAPHIC
ADVSriTUftCr
•.dSCP.eATor*>

reveiwed pretty thoroughly in

magazines like ZXC In this way
we're oil kepi up to date with

new utilities, and get a good
idea ol how useful to us they're

long term (some hove
become neariy 05 valuable as
my right arm. whereas others

ana gathering dust).

Just how uselul this exercise
might be depends ot course on
Ihe context. So let me say at (he

outset that virtually all my own
use ot the Spectrum tails Into

one ol three categories:

(1) Adventure games
;:; Word-processing
p; Scientific work, mainly

"floating point" compiler by
SOFTEK^nd MCODER 2, by PSS.

The Softek program was rather

speed compared with BASIC
and so I opted for MCODER.
which only handled integers but

advance in speed ot execution.

write a complete program ol
' '" J

using It. The utility Itself

jb excellently — but
number of BASIC

your progra
the compile _ ....

constantly In mind. Generally, I

found thot this meant writing
very inefficiently Memory was
rapidly gobbled up which —
coupled with the memory
occupied by the compiler itselt

— precluded the writing ot a
really large, full scale program
and greatly limited the scope of

what could be done. On the

3
36

delays In the c

ly a few doys to 1

1

'
; writing hprogi

Fortunately ZXC

some ol the strengths (and
weaknesses) of a utility program
only emerge after extended use

e to try an experir

o find rr

n progra

progr

ally designedwriting specific'

utilities myself Ic

in hand. That way yi

exactly whal you wc
thon someone else's laeo 01

what you MIGHT want Even so,

few commercial utilities to

l. So let's start by

My other "golden oldie" Is

Melbourne Draw, and it's sfill the
only commercial graphics utility

that I use. Of course there are
much more sophisticated screen
designers around these days —
the feilnbird "Art Sludlo" for

example makes Melbourne

But In fact, all I ever needed
from this sort ol utility (and my
requlremenls haven'l changed!
was a sketchpad for trying out

designing the occasional
loading screen. For this, the
program is excellent. It otters full
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scales of screen magnification.
and — Importantly — a
swifchable character square
grid which enables you to

anticipate ana solve attribute

problems in your finished

design.
Much of its appeal lies in the

(act thai it's so very simple to

prcgra
Wthe

when I was looking fc

HISOFT'S "DEVPAC'was almi
universally acknowledged a
best, and I've lound it an
Immensely powerful fool whl
use mare Irian any other
program. The package cont

progro

single-step through a machine
code program, with Ihe contents
I registers displayed and
continually updated on screen
— incredibly useful when you're
frying to hunt down that
intractable bug which has

package so much that handling
it is almost second nature, and
I'm therefore unlikely to change
lo anolher — but I do have
certain reservations about its

d to IV

3 time
i This

complexity may w
ihe progress of a b«y e>, unu
if I were starling again from
scratch. I think I'd be taking a
close look at systems with more
Iriendly editing laclllties like

Seven Slots' "GENER 80/Moder
80"

Adventure Makers

o dabble with either "The Quill",

or Ihe more recent 'Graphics
Adventure Creator" — or both!
A greot deal of praise has been
heaped upon the Quill over the
years, even though some of the
adventures written with It have
Been disappointing, and this is

quite right. It you can't write a
good tradilional adventure with

the Quill, then probably you

kill slopl However, I must admit

days. I've written one full-length

pure text adventure with it,

which was great fun to do; but

are inextricably concerned with

developing interactive

characters, the Quill doesn't
really give me enough scope for

Incentive's Graphic Adventure
Creator is perhaps a classic
example of why an article like

Indispensiblesl I've taken a look

recently at bolh "The Writer"
and "The Last Word" [two o( its

rivals) but I see no reason to

change. Although these two oft«

more extensive facilities. I don't

personally need the extras
( "mallmerge", for example) —

particularly 'The Writer", ralher
cumbersome lo use. Perhaps I'vi

Just used Tasword (or too long.

glad lo h.

I was overwhelmed by

apparent after an extended
period ot trying to wrile a full

length adventure with It. The

After some considerable time
and thought, I developed an
adventure plot of some
complexity which seemed
admirably suited to the GAC.
and set lo work A fortnight laier

I abandoned the attempt In

despair. I had a few not-

particularly-complicated
graphics, about 15 locations, a
lully operational beginning lo

the adventure . . . and only 5K
loll ro finish it! Obviously this was

solved of course by welting the

game In several separate
modules, but I seemed to be
able to get so little into o single

module that the whole thing was
likely to become Impossibly

who wanls to put
as opposed to

writing them merely for fun.

Bui this brings me to my most
recently acquired utility — which
alone gives me an excellent
reason for sticking with Tasword.
In October's ZX Carol Brooksbank
reviewed "QUAUTAS", a program
from Seven Stars Publishing
which is designed to

fared wilh the

program.

Word Processors

So much, then for adventure
utilities. What about word-
processing? Well, even when my
only printer was a Seikosha GP
50 (which Is a sort of dot matrix

equivalent of the old ZX printer),

I found Tasword 2 extremely
useful, even though the final

j variety ol

near-iener-quaury ronts on a dot
matrix piinter. Now I was already
quite content with the NLO Ot my
Amstrad DMP 2000, But a facility

to switch fonts, and even design
them, sounded pretty useful. So I

parted wilh my 7-95, installed

QUAUTAS (which is very simple]
and proceeded to boggle at
the results. Frankly, it someone

quality was p
dot rr—-
loughed at (hem. Gone for ever

Is that ralher mechanical,
"computerised" appearance
which my friends complain at in

my letters. The price you pay (or

the beauty of the result Is a
rather slower printing speed —
but who cares? It you have a dot
matrix printer and Tasword, then
rest assured that this is one utility

whose purchose you certainly
will not regrel! (But do check
with Seven Slars on printer
compatibility first, al 34 Squirrel

Rise, Marlow, Bucks, 5L7 3PN).

Well, there you are. A motley

why not drop Bryan,

t. What do you think?
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gounlletolllome

enemy iroops lhat uur
your sophisticated vef

(mote leaping] while baffling

the first stage is a charge until finally you braakihrutoihe

cockfalls In a single leap (Yes

gol lo cross a broken bridge IJUUl

horn the Machine Sorcerers own graphics A nice toucti is olfputtrng.
nightmare maze [packed full of the ™av Solo slides in Ihe Ice
genetic mulants), you must zone. The moving porl ol the

solely. Walk slowly enaijgh to' M i-,o*e«' Souna is r -.:.- .

SH'sSl ssSSS"™ nnnn*

ORBIX THE
TERRORBALL



mm^^^^^^ decidedly easie. than using a

led ol the b.oard chalks up your

ImmH Si
OP

?ri

U " Vl
'^h'

'he Doa,d

another darts gome Through to
hundred and eighty' al'hojg-i

is on the Spectrum, it corner
arrows as Delboy Des, Sureshol
Sidney (a reol gas). Belly Bill

The gome Is 501 slralghl In,

double out, ployed over 1He
besl ol Ihree legs although trie

the pub as Mega Mick or who-

action In the background but
lor leg. Vou alwoys get lo throw aiiih rwmslo consist of is the

barmaid sliding a plnl along

small dog relieving llselt

tegular os clockwork [seven Other options in the game

a large hand oppeois in Iront

king so much,

have lo keep knocking back and 1 found II slightly surprising

on iheit more eipensive MAD
range. Like most ol my dans, 1B0
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mn
Part two of a menu
driven wordprocessor

for both 48 and 128

Spectrums by Stuart

Nichols.

SPECJVORD
48/128

n last month's article you
received the Basic program.
Now it's time to begin the
machine code section.

Using the HEXLOADER/
HEXDUMP dual purpose program

HEXDUMP LIST 2.

Remember to reset ramtop to
start address-1 before running
this henloader (Is after cleat
33535 as a direct command for

lilt 2).

The last byte in each line is

the sum ol the previous 8 bytes
modulo 256 The code should be
entered one LINE at a time as a
block ot 18 characters [8 bytes +
checksum) WITH NO SPACES
BETWEEN THE CHARACTERS To end
the Hexloader program enter ZZ
after the checksum byte. This
can be done after any line In

the dump and a printout ot the

given (allowing you to save the

address, you will then be able to

continue entering code Irom

The HEXLOADER program will

error trap any incorrect line

Inputs and prompt you to re
enter wrongly keyed In lines.

SAVE this block of code as
"coder 1 CODE 33536.9407

Next month's article contains
the final part ot Ihe Machine
Code and the full operating
manual for Specword.
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A classic game from Rainbird



along
d pull oul when yoL _

.

e ihird single lower and
.—-*- "d enough





G^WIRIES
Advice from Roy Elder on protecting programs and
disabling the break key in this month's technical helpline.

-*-

Program Protection 13
ST(>) 03

t NOT NOT

variables. la. to INPUT a
user has to Ho Is to type in

.-:.:: '<

address: RANDOMIZE USR ode
10 DATA 3 1,15,0,9,34, 174,91,2 35, 42,
61,92,115,35,114 201
15 DATA 50,58,92,40,40,2,254,9,202,3,
19, 33 ,68 ,92, 203,124
20 DATA 40,11.58.71,92,6,119,42,69,91,
34,64,92,33,0,0
25 DATA 124,50,113,92,34,11,92,42,176,
92,22,942,66,9?

1=65400 TO teof--

;Jl)E

J

'6540O,64 Usin

Subtract GTO
03 30
Subtract NOT
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SHOI?7(!||T$
The page where small

is beautiful!

HEX/DEC convene

i

October is;

the foci thai It only

Several readers rr.

HEX/DEC

This program uses a trick With
the RANDOMIZE statement. II the
comma nrJ RANDOMIZE 32678 Is

entered then the two byte
equivalent Is stored in the system
variables called SEED at
addresses 23670 and 23671.

If we then PEEK them and teed
them into the original routine
one after the other then the

included are the two values of
these addresses in decimal form

i printed In the

byte/HIGH byte, y

RANDOMIZE causes the
number to be placed In SEED fc

be completely random,
although we probably all know

1 BORDER l: PAPER l: INK 7: C
LS

10 DATA 58,0,250,245,6,1,203,6
3, 16,252,205,28,250,50,0,250,241
,230, 15,205,28,250,50,1,250,201,
198,48,254,58,216, 198,7,201
20 FOR *=64002 TO 64035: READ

a: POKE f,a: NEXT f

110 PRINT : INPUT -Dec Value ?
"le
112 IF e=0 THEN PRINT ef : PRIN

T TAB 71" HEX. -0000-;: PRINT TAB
20("DEC.=0": GO TO 110
115 RANDOMIZE e
120 POKE 64000, PEEK 23671
130 RANDOMIZE USR 64002
140 RANDOMIZE e
160 LET a=PEEK 64000.' LET b=PEE

K 64001: POKE 64000, PEEK 23670:
RANDOMIZE USR 64002: LET c=PEEK
64000: LET d-PEEK 64001
170 RANDOMIZE e
200 PRINT ei: PRINT TAB 7;" HEX
-="ICHR* a|CHR* b|CHR* c ; CHR* dj
205 IF e<*255 THEN PRINT TAB 2

0% "DEC.«="(PEEK 23670: GO TO 110
210 PRINT TAB 20) "DEC. ="; PEEK 2

3670|CHRC 44IPEEK 23671
300 GO TO 110

rage:
1 REM Short 2

10 INPUT -Address *i

?a: LET b=13616: FOR f=a TO 1

68: POKE 16384, PEEK b: FOR g=0 T
O 7: IF POINT (g,175) THEN LET
g-g+l: PLOT g, 175

20 NEXT g: POKE f , PEEK 16384:
LET b-b+1: NEXT +: POKE 23606, a-

256*INT (a/256): POKE 23607, INT
ta/2S6)-l; CLEAR a-i: FOR f-32 T
O 128: PRINT CHR* ft: NEXT f

This routine is yet onofhei
variation on the thlct

'

rt fonts fhi

rent approach to
ther programs of this type
Interesting to compare
e more usual approach.
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Copy program, ihls monlh
present copy routine tho
not so large but. clue to lh<

shading effect produces a

The program works with the
usual ZX type ol printer. Sinclair.
Alphacom, TS2048 or GPSOs and
prints In four sections which
have to be glued together.

following POKES:

POKE 30021, length_at_the
line (man 32 characters]
POKE 300001,

8
'PEEK 30021

POKE 30002,256-PEEK 30021
POKE 30013,start position i

line (0=0.0 and 255=7.31)

Paul suggests, and I found It

numbers before calling the
routine with LET I -USR 30000

h ih ,; ir upon
program from old hand Robert
Glavls Is most appropriate, II

produces a unique calendar
made up of SCREENS, either your
own designs or using those ot

commercial programs.

the year you will need twelve
screens pictures, PLUS an extra
one tor the title page telling you
it's calendar or wishing Happy
New Year etc. The program can

J '-- years from 1987 to
1995.

get a

then simply start and stop the
tape each time the program
requests and searches for the
next picture
Many Happy New Years .

TH§^19B1



FIRST STEPS IN

MACHINE CODE

o
z
E
E
<a
O
O
a.

E
3
D!

5

Do you want to learn Machine Code? ZX

regulars tell how they set about mastering M/C

Ray Elder worked, my biggest effort being (Hewson Consultants). Webb D
a cricket game of some 4k of "Supercharge Your Spectrum"

first eiperienced the joys ol [Melbourne House] and S.

computing with a £30 Atari VCS assembled (I couldn't afford an Webb's "Practical Spectrum M.'C
cartridge which gave 62 BYTES o assembler). Programming" [Virgin] [which
programmable memory just So, advice to anyone puts routines into context via a
enough to write a simple embarking on this venture. Get a game and demonstrates (hot
workable quadratic equation good grounding In BASIC first

solving program in a strange especially of the operations of program. Only a collection of
mnemonic type of code. PEEK and POKE Buy a book little onesl) I still use the flrsl title

The neit step was to purchase mentioned as a reminder ol
a secondhand ZX81 includlnq which you lind readable. Ton!
16K rampack and a couple of Baker's "Mastering Machine
books tor £70 1 well remember Code on Your Spectrum" is the (e.g. MCODER III) lo see how
the joy of writing the simple equivalent to my first book but if

soundless, black and white
block graphics wonders of that Ian Logan's book Is also good assembler. Working with lust the
era, and also opening the
"Mastering Machine Code on

but check out a good bookshop
with a variety of titles tor one

your ZXSr book by Tonl Baker. Most of all It Is essential to
1 also remember closing It Persevere. Buy an assembler. have a good working

after being completely they'll save you much time and knowledge of the Spectrum
fruslration. I use the Picturesque tlrmwear [D_FILE, Sysfem

pages - Hex numbers and one, it suits my needs, and start Variables efc) as all routines
memory locations! small, convert small routines

After about four months of from a larger program first and through fhe ROM is useful,
mastering the easy but picking up useful routines,

afteroll why rewrite ones thai oreintriguing instruction manual routines which can be called
[remember LET EGGS=12 and already there?
finding the square root of on If you have developed your Don't try tor the sky too early
EGG?i, I was forced by a programming on a modulor or Start with short routines to lest
rampant Pancreas to spend a structured basis then the
lew weeks in hospital. My wife condition, displ. ones, until
brought In all my computer be an easier one to moke. I was you're lam" a- with whal Ihey
books. I was well and truly a notorious spaghetti can da Remember that what is

hooked by then, and the only In BC returns to the screen so
one I hodn't yet managed to learnt to plan and simplify. you can orrange tor this to hold

a suitable figure to tell you
whether you ve lumped or no).abortive attempt, was fhe Tonl

Clyde Bish programming. Many v. good
slightly greater experience. I programs only use M.'C where

necessary, e.g "The Forest".
made a strange kind of sense. .

.

approaches to learning MIC. I've "Tosword" and fhe recent super
tried both and it will be obvious series by Alan Davis.
from what follows which was best
for me.

You must appreciate that ZBOand excitement developing.
When I wds discharged! Carol Brooksbank

language as Basic, Pascal,
knowledge by entering the first French and German. Thinking It should be 'How 1 started to
program

latter. I didn't learn isolated
words out of context, bul learnt
la use them in phrases I applied am certainly still learning now

About three years ago IT

became clear that a lot of whal
I purchased Ian Logan's book

1 wanted lo do with the
on ZX81 machine code and my codes and whal each would do) Spectrum was impossible In
knowledge deepened. I read all via books that explained what BASIC so 1 looked for a book

was happening, e.g. Hewson &
Hardman's "40 Best Machine

about machine code, Tonl
importanlly I wrote, rewrote and Baker's "Mastering Machine
rewrote again code until It Code Routines for the Spectrum" Code on your ZX Spectrum"
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Interface), hod jusl been

bought. It is written In a style

.': it ;.".-::. ,.
i rT-r'i v-l K. :! a book which builds on this

principle All 40 routines ore
find Rodney Zaks' "Programming analysed by the authors^ thev do

he beginner can understand. the ZBO" (Sybex] Invaluable all the hord work for you!
and yet goes pretty deeply Into If you are not a member of a
he sub|ect. Tonl's printers had local user group then join onel

and although 1 now have quite Most groups will have a wide
range of abilities amongst their

members. Vou'll lind beginners
o see how far 1 could get belore like vourself: I found talking over

group can be very helpful (and
discovered that the listings with
he mistakes were the ones David Nowotnik

It's particularly good lor your
confidence in your own abilities

which really made me study. when you can start to pass on
Vou cannot get away with typing 1 found BASIC on the ZX81 was advice). And, ol course. In a user

marvellous until I wanted to work group there'll be experts at hand
he next chapter without at more than o plodding pace: to help you os well.
bothering to understand what then Z80 machine code
ou are doing It you have to became a necessity. My first Zaks books a very useful
race o printing error and put it

ight before the program will

thought was to go for one of the reference text.

all embracing reference texts; I

work, you really have to work chose "Programming the ZBO" by
and grasp the logic and the Rodnev Zoks. Thai I found SO

heavy going, I almost gave up.procedures of the program.

mportant In my library. 1 have
Fortunately, about the same
time, Toni Baker brought out her Toni Baker

ost count of the number of times book "Mastering Machine Code
on your ZX81". That was my

Like many other people, my first

have been stuck over
omething in one of my own salvation. Easy to read, logically Computers was the good old
jrograms, and have lound some building up knowledge, with Sinclair ZX60. This, in case you've
ilnt or explanation In 'Mastering eiample routines to try all forgotten what it was [or never

through the book. The Spectrum knew In the first place), was a
he wav forward Once 1 started white plastic doorwedge-shaped
o write programs, Ian Logan's
'Understanding Your Spectrum" Analysing, and discovering for with tiny keyboard printed an
nd 'The Complete Spectrum yourself how other people's its surface. It had only 1K of RAM

tstombly" by Ian Logan altogether — although you
and Frank O'Hara (both could upgrade this to 4K by
Melbourne House) become Best Machine Code Routines for plugging a little white box Into

the ZX Spectrum" by John the back. The ROM, believe it or
Advanced ZBO Machine Code not, fitted into 4 K. The ZXBO knew

nothing about integers greater
than 32677. and decimals were
a complete mystery to it. It you

HspectrumI lake a trip to the ScienceMACHINE
CODE The ZXBO did. however, have o

redeeming feature. Three
keywords which I didn't

understand. Nobody I spoke to

•b*Stsm
m$

SKSEJ»

what they w
they did. The words were PEEK,
POKE and USR. PEEK and POKE

lose ol USR seemed to be to

riably crash the machine. So
t hold of a copy of Rodney

Zak's book on the Z8D chip
Before long I worked out that It

you POKEd Into consecutive
addresses the codes for Z80
-.-ruaions, and then did USR of

the lirst address — the machine

Before long I was finding out
fhe best places lo put machine
code — I'd got II all sussed oul
- and then DISASTER! The ZXB1

same thing happened. Now at
last I think I'm beginning to gel
the hang of Ihe Spectrum. I use
Dr Ian Logan and Dr Fronk
O'Hara's book (The Complete
Spectrum ROM Disassembly) lik
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MiNDPrag
i introduction this

;e there's a lot to fit

the time of writing,
the Christmas

come In tor review. Four major
ones - all ol them high quality
- are reviewed in depth here.
Among them. Dracula is the first

game ever to be given a rating
by the British Board of Film
Classification CRL obtained this

as much for publicity as
concern lor the country's youth I

wouia think. Very young children
might find if distressing, but 1

doubt they'd understand the
language. There's certainly
nothing corrupting lo, say, over
twelves; but such Is the stupidity
of Britain's rating system, if

something is deemed unsuitable

trom fourteen year olds as well,
Also The Colour of Magic a

licensing deal which would

by the suitability of the story for

a game rather than to cash in

Picks of '86

1986. A good year for Spectrum
adventuring? Now we're Into '87

that question bears looking at.

It was the year in which the
Quill became perfectly
acceptable for writing full

priced adventures with, thanks tc

the astonishing chart success of
Delta d's gomes. A new

Graphic Adventure Creator,

of games that The Quill has
been doing, and looks set to be
knocked off its temporary
pedestal by Gllsoft's retaliation,

a 'super-Quill'

Professional A

e features.
ukl emerged as a major —

:.r:: ,.: ..... ... : .. - :yi --' :-
publisher by bringing us games
from Delia 4 ond Saint Brides
Level 9 showed off their stunning
new parser In Price of Maglk
and Worm In Paradise, but

"n their i

"

graphic
ma no a flurry of licensing

deals, ranging from Asimov to
The Archers; previously this

practice had been confined
mostly Io arcade games.

egatrn
I tee I Spectrum

?. Although the
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much needed originality from a

of ideas. Very few budget

high quality of some ot their
arcade counterparts. And still

NO-ONE - to my utmost
frustration — packages Spectrun—'-ntures properly, something

steeped In atmosphere. For a
good laugh, try using the words
BOGGIT, BORED and DELIA 4 in

2. Terror* ol Trantoss (Arlolasoll,
£9.951; Never played this one
myself, but RamJam [of Twice Shy
and Valkyrie 17 tame] wrote it, so

"e good. According to

d the book though.
3. HRH [8th Day. £6.05); Surprise
oi the year was this amusing
Quilled satire from a minor
budget house A much-needed

5. Souls ot Darkon (Bug Byte,
£2.oo): Another professional
game with a great atmosphere.
Interesting problems but fussy

vocabulary Makes the lop five

because If's sa cheap.
Only two other budget games

are worthy of a mention;
Seabase Delta which Is an
enjoyable adventure let down in

other areas, and John Wilsons
Everyday Tale, a Hobblt spoof
"h fun puzzles at only £1.99.

Write It neforc

Talking of John Wilson, I asket.
Rochdale's master adventurer —
and much valued contributor to
Mlndplay — what his favourite
games ot the year are His top
five reads very differently to

:' pleasure it gave rr

1. The Bogglt (CRL, £7 95); Very
m!Iv. slick, extremely enjoyable,
from Delia 4.

2. Twice Shy [Mosaic, £9.95); The
most polished game of the year

it from
the BREAK bug A different

three possible ways to carry out
most acts, and some very tough
puzzles. I loved the way you

:arry o'

Brides olved
; only spoil! by the

attempts to make the user feet

as though he was not quite In

control of the gama"
4. Robel Plonel [Adventutesoll
via US Gold. £9.95); "A vast

singing to a crag

arly rr

Both myself and John
deemed Bugsy [CRL, £7.95)
wonhy of a mention. He feels it

"a great idea spoilt by lack of
puzzles." while I feel It was good
tun but lacking that certain
something to make it 'mego'.

The Case of the Missing
Helpline

here, my dear Watson" replied
the brilliant detective, still irnrr.r

intenlly at the copy of ZX
Computing. 'And I know the
culprit — Peter Sweasey!" Both
men turned round to face the

• columnist

"Very well,
I admit it

stammered Sweasey. "E

explain. Sorry dear rec

amount of quality releases to
review. I've already used up all

my space and much ot my time
with the reviews and picks of '86.

Since it's only two weeks since t

wrote the last helpline, not that
many letters have reached me,
and many of those which have
required me to go back to

check the original game, which
as I've already explained I didn't
have time to do. But tear r

'

i And ir

o long"

Bugsy. How to avoid Instant
death in Kayleth. Then there's
Dracula, Hunchback. The
Boggit . .

"

"Stop!" cried Sweasey. "OI
course I can help Just fill in ths

coupon printed here and send
to Mlndplay, ZX Computing, No
1 Golden Square, London

you are wtiting from abroad, lus

the postage. I try to respond
within two months but I can take
longer (on the other hand, you
might receive an Immediate
reply) I only deal with

not technical adventures
(Gargoyle games included, not
even Heavy on The Mogick).
Finally, please put the name of
the game you're writing oboul

THE COLOUR
OF MAGIC

ZX Computing Monthly
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is"). EXAMINE is disappointing], and spend time wandering about
irds many amusing little occ-n- look nn lor which aclion lo per-
j"= ces, like trie Iconograph cr™

luggoge, which propels itself co^ple^diftere^HTsllyslIm Eec'ijuse
3
we" 100°" tot?

1

mom wSnted nn,^^' ™' "el"
using hundreds of tiny leet and hos been screwed up nn.l ;-,.= , P ,-i ,-. o - rt

,.-:'. pub The Become of this I don't lee I

and Ws°ieono'g°oph 'whlchls Anofh 'r°°r 'Jlf
osed QbolJ

' " graphlcsare much belter than COW Is Delia 4s best However.

GREAT

1. COMB hos a theydi

tried to come: ory-lv im :r.s s ,.], Howevo' i fell distressingly .tjrrf'-'-
blowers ne*s nl rii^^riH rnna Ihe Two- out ol control durlna COM To ^ "*-^" 'city wiih TwoHower's ness ol Disc

DRACULA (15)
CB.95

Hoiror has never been treated

Instead ot exempting to build

making camp |okes or miking

ex mT'h"
5 leaerld

' " or Hw
comes closer than any I hove
played lo being quite spine- M

h Z.^r ^, ^Bj

games, which can be ployed
M\ ^mrahve flows through them. In

The First Nighl', you are Jon-

game concerns your troubled
night at The Golden Krone

^3 . A .US

Castle Oracula. and in danger!
Vourtosk is escape. In 'The Hunt'

Doclor
a
Se*ara

er
o
r
psychTaVhsi

^SkJ*^wrJ<'
"having Although the game is Quilled.

>
a
<

sedlyj occur On the first night Phe^renfBuTwhat^'raph^sl text "ore me'initances'ofToa'r IrJ IB]-'— spelling and /**#:";
i-anla'tor ,--*"-- '

KISS! --..-.«—.« JBSf 1,1(1-^1
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DODGY
GEEZERS
Melbourne House

ibout voi" port in the Long language (unny. Melbourne
Jitlon Spaghetti Caper Now House eipect us lo - "there's

do.-.s rti.s i-i 'he pa.'.l Dodgy c ailieren! .-:lyle lo previous

the lew bul high Quality, instant. the right place Irol easy ih.-;

. ii'.- or, 7,'-i chics. However rhe place is ; Pvi r-.i-ij o: n^ -iq/ir

i such. Dodgy G

oppointed with Dodgy Geezers. ,

GREAT

I KAYLETH
1 US GoldlAdventureun
1 E8.»|4«KJ

Although Ad ventures oil, this and down, a hover-pad spins

the same as the late Adventure

is visually similar to Al's output.

that kavieih 15 muchbettet than

loo close lo Scoll Adams' poor I'm glad lo say this is not the

case in Kayleth. Wh.le fe.t is not

nioVs Science Fiction Maga-
tine The Zyroneans were an ot lour random responses 10

t. Star.aing before
you, snapping its ciaui-Ui
a hu-Btt two heMed Honi Rayi

advanced peacelul clvllis- typing HELP (they all mean no.

a™hepo4Vr
r

S™Kotd
3r

ii

Chromoiln' Kayleth enslaves
the Zyroneans using h.sandra.cl eluding use ol IT and THEM in

aimies Vou. a loyal Zyroi,'.-an. sentences, RAM LOAD and SAVE,
GET/DROP ALL, and best ol alt,

BOM - Back One Move, a use-

conveyor bell, heading slowly release.

menacing steel claws Vou option given at the stall ol the
game, which shows Ihe player

good enough to reach them

'omi)^iJ™naobo!rtyo^reei? ably logical so reasonably
You ore a . but 1 mustn't give

™ graphics are really high

best on'the Spectrum and Ihese

ably. Ihey ore insionl. high reso-

arc; illustrated, ah impressive Monster Hit status

titive [although many are sym- M
steel claws grab at you while
emitting drops ot liquid. Ihe

Mokki Raystwo heads move upW GREAT
ZX Computing Monthly February 1967
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KINGDOM Of KlLl

Travelling back in time

in search of the lost

crystal, you finally

track It down to a
castle in the mysterious

Kingdom of Kull...

Listing 1

SAVE n with hi.;.- conmanrj-'sAVr
"Kingdom" LINE 1.

Listing 2

The main game listing. Once
you've tvped it all in, you should
SAVE it onto tape immediately
otter listing one, using the
command: SAVE "King" LINE 1.

Then when you want to play the
game vou just rewind the lape
and load using LOAD ™

ZX Computing Monthly Febru
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IM
3 SUB 9990i PLOT 1O0.1201 DRAW 2 72QB PLOT 120,901 DRAW S0,20,P]| 235,36. DRAW -'0.20
5,-S,PIi DRAM 30,2.PIi DRAM 23,0 DRAM -30, -3, -PI 7341 FDR -f-1 TO 230 STEP 40i PLC

I READ n,m PLOT n ,mi DRAW -20,40 FDR f-g TO 230-(30-g> STEP 40. F

7131 DRAW -20,-3,PI. DRAW -23, 0, ,2/PIl PLOT n,mi DRUM 10.30.2/-P LOT * , 70+ <g.3> + (RND«20I i DRAW 3C

7132 PLOT 127,lOBl DRAW -15,-15. LOT n,m. DRAW 15,20,2/-PI. NEIT 7342 FOR (-1 TO 101 CIRCLE 118,1

Man drtncKM to the lkin". LET nlr,B you c.n do", GO TO 9300 ?J70 BO j,EeH 4l PftPEFI 4l HO SUB I

.t-.t-l. RETURN
"
21* "AT" SO, 70, ISO, BO, 200,100.1 ,90, lrlt \ O: CIRCLE 12B, 116,59

7140 BORDER II PAPER 7i INK O: 6 SO, 120.B6, 1 10 7;T1 pLDI , 7 .j,, so , DRaw -23,-00,
D SUB 99901 LET i-2. QO SUB 9930 7220 SO SUE B09B PI/1.3

• ,35,.5/-Pli DRAW 43,23,.9/PI. P r a" "" d ^youraalf^ln m ream /PI , PL0 , .«,._, -.--,.
itl,,, w .:.,,::.:

7142 PLOT 12S.100I DRAW -30,-44, 7230 00 SUB B04B pl
'

* ' ' " ~ S ' ' '

7143 LET NN-li LET BS.l I LET EE- 72*= BO SUB 7246. LET n-li RETU the tmnil ,Tn tha igutn th.r. in

ER Ol" ". NEIT n 7240 PLDT 129, 90l DRAW -100,30,. .Pi, DRAW -10.30.PIl DRAW 0,-23,

QT 10,3:" "|A1 9,11|- ";AT 10, B,90i ORAM 4O.30, . 4»PI. DRAM BO, DRAW O.S.PIl NE»T *

O.lSl DRAW -i.O: DRAW ii.-lSl PL T!s l SO SUB 7266 BINT AT 15, 0| "Thar* la not »ucH

1 PAPER 4i " ' "|AT "it PLOT 126,901 DRAM -40,-34,2 73B6 LET D*-""i QO TO 445

FOR f-1 TO Si PLOT 12B,63+f, DR ~PI > RETURN ' 7391 PAPER li GO BUB 99901 PLOT
AW 127,25,2/PIi NE1T ( 7270 BORDER 61 PAPER 61 BO SUB 9 40,54. DRAW 0,79| DRAM 20,20,PI|
7173 PRINT AT 12.26. PAPER *|" *90l PLOT 0,116. DRAW 200,-39,2/ DRAM 20.20.PIl PLOT 20B,36| DRA

"1 INK 3/P1. LET i-3l GO SUB 9930 o,20,-PIi PLDT 230,133, DRAW 20,
717S LET aa-ll LET NN-ll LET Of- 7273 LET 11-11 LET wwll LET Ot- 20,P1| PLOT 24,1331 DRAW -20, 20,

71B0 BO 3UB 71B6 1 RETURN E<T N> PLOT 48,341 DRAM 30.1OOI

ir. It"tfi»
L
taD

d

of 'th * 1*0, LET I-3 ' BD 5L,B "950. N

w tr... th. climb Hal hird hut t 72B1 IN" 0l PL0* "*»' DRAW 12B, 739S LET %•_-! LET aa-ll LET Q«-

7"bI
L
BDRDER 3. PAPER 3| QO SUB 9 B.lOOl DRAW -Bb1io!p:<2 ,ou r.r, ... . Blaarlng"l RETURN

9901 LET 1.61 30 SUB 99301 72BS LE * NN-1 ' LET S3- -' LIT Ot- l«O0 00 SUE 7404

?"..-,. 1/-PI! DRAW B0,3,-5/PIi NE< ""
LDROi R f"Jll''"* 'r^'l'li'*

*''

10 25i"' ' 3/p: '"04 BORDER 4l PAPER 4| SO SUB 9

7IBB PRINT AT 11,3) INK Ol PAPER ' nn-11 LET aa-ll LET 04- 090, LeT 1.4, BO BUB 9930| INK C

' 1B* "ETURN 730O SO SUB 74BS _pIl Qf,!*! 10,10,-PIl DRAW 9,0, -P

'-PAUSE 0- FOR (-1 T
°' -

"'"".°"a "' "J''' II DRAW 10,-10,-PIl DRAW -lO.-lC

7193 IMS Ol PAPER 7. PRINT OT IS front of yDu". RETURN 0| NE1T ni NEIT ft RETURN

hi only nay b.cfc in dDian, *ou • 7313 LET ql'"Ahtid th. tr.es ito -2, qq BUB 9930ii PLOT 23,143. C

t«B out Into imoty 101C1, fill • n "d th.r. la 1 clnrlr.0". LET RAW 30, Ol DRAM 0,30l DRAW -30, Ol

7320 BO SUB 7404 7411 INK Ol PLOT 0,100l DRAM 23!
7200 GO SUB 7204 7325 LET i.-li LET nn-l 1 LET a*- ,01 DRAW 0,-2l DRAM -233, Ol DRAM
7203 LET uu-ll LET EE-1 1 LET 04= "Vnu « in a p.teh of trial"! R 0> 2, pL0T 130,341 DRAM O.TSl PL

7206 BORDER 'li PAPER 4i SO SUE 9 track"! LET WW- 11 LET nn-ll RETU 23, 104l DRAW 20, 3| PLOT 30,1201
9901 LET l-2l GO SUB 99301 RN DRAM -10,-31 PLOT 73,110i DRAW

119i PLOT 133,341 DRAW 0,1191 PL 7244. RETURN LOT 125,10Bi DRAW 13, 4i PLOT 13C

E- : 1 'draw 0,3l PLOT lSS\7t> DR 7340 BORDER Ol PAPER 7. 00 SUB 9 -4. PLDT 230,13Oi DRAW 17, -3i PL

E

O
o
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pulldown

(with Ihe aid of a morsel of
machine code ol course]. Before
I start, let's Begin wllh some
definitions.

A menu Is something you
normally get In restaurants.
which lists Ihe different choices
ol food available to you.
Computers, however, cant eat
anything except chips For this
reason computer menus are
allowed to list not only lood but
in (act anything that It's possible

we must first of all decide

What I propose to do in this
-.trcie Is to provide a
comprehensive machine code
program with access points to

Information panels may be

to list at a
appears n the si

It was before the rr

Tonl Baker shows how
to give your programs

that 'state of the art'

look, with this routine

for creating pull-down

menus.

these. When all tasks are
complete you will see the menus
disappearing, precisely in

.iple BASIC statements.
Essentially, the menu Idea
ry simple one PUSHing a

Alternatively we may wish ti

use step [1] only, or steps [1) an
(21 only, to allow for a variety o
types ol information panel, as

happening in nesfc. When this
happens lots of birds start
chirping tor worms and things.
On the screen you may witness
one menu or information panel
appearing on top ol a previous

j. Furthermore, you may

first) rr

screen exactly as

When the final (le

llsappears the
It was to begin w

then get e
layering themselves i

This suggests
STACK, because the first menu in
becomes the last menu oul We
are familiar with at least three
stacks already - the machine
stack, ihe calculator stock, and
Ihe GOSUB stack. If we wish to
create yet another kind ot stack

disappear from the screen.

Obscure RAM
For this program, I have decided
to use a little-known ond
seldom-used region ol RAM in

7Q[
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Information BETWEEN the BASIC
program and tt

This region has
advantages: (1]

for the stack to grow too Dig —
r 4, Out ol memory will

it will not overwrite
3 code [or in fact

anything]; and (3) the
Information will not be eras* "

by the ROM between BASIC
; workspace

would be).

My new stack grows upwards.
Figure one shows a single stack
entry diagramatlcally Note (hat
each stack entry may be ot
variable length. As you can see
'—n the diagram the print

ZX Computing Monthly February 1987
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CROSSFIRE
Details of the newly founded National Computer
Club In this month's mailbag.

Nationwide Club
Perhaps ZX readers would be ships with other. Ilke-mmaed. members.
Interested to Know about the the club caters tor all levels ol

playing ana away from real compul- Ing as computing' and not Spectrum-
mg. Unfortunately localised computer Ing; Commodore oiing' or even Beeb-
clubs have, all loo often, done Ihe same ing: No dime, re.

fluently, computer hobby- al us limit out computing to just one
tits have tended to drill away and their machine, but interests, within the overall
='.;[:..'; .'ui; gone n.-«i«iern jhis ha:- 'em: computing ionge from Basic
tell large numbers of enthusiasts without programming righl through ro merely:*-
Ihe personal contact with othei enlhusl- building and a great deal ol inlorma-

session and development lion andprogramming (with modilica-
o( ideas needs. tlons) is applicable lo oil machines, eg.

• seating to till ihe gap by providing charts, elc

nonlhty bulletin w.

>t members. InclL
ranis queries (could be ana: r-

leneialmt

lowledge thinking ol buying a
gram, mlgh-

jo. where In the NCC

techniques etc. and whatever else th

members would like to say. For Instonc

might also have sralea i

doing, etc and asked lor oth
doing the same to gel in to

sk them. I should
j

/ hobby olgames i

writing Is a pari ol Ihe NCC but games i

playing, on Its own. Is nol. However, i

Calculating

t^M very enlighler.

In Ihe ROM d,

m writing beci

that has be<

ROM routines, is ac

Computing" "pul"!is 7, since the string
ause there is a slight "put' can be lound starling with the 7th
ol Ifie series. Every- character in 'ZXComputing '

tt : hod set

en said about the the number at8 instead ol 3, Ihe answer

curate lor Ihe 2068 not occur starting with or alter the
sting lot the ditterent eighth character.

(October) suggests lunclions in BASIC is Ihe way logo — the

'ith a BASIC DIE FN slew II some ol 'the 'numbers'or strings
e Spectrum or Ihe are large This Is because finding Ihe
•I many surprises, so factorial ol 10 using Ihe above lunation

10 times Also, one must be careful:-t;r>ro*?i ihatindeedw
t lo define Ihe factorial tunction using with
My BASIC
the technique used lor this Is colled

the ft.

um ond 2068 handle ie

- It Ihe argument the last thing evalualed.

MF{N)=N-VAltrFNf[N-V-l" Steven
>y+yriOtN i Canadt

20 DEE FN FS(Xt,X,=tXS AND BB Microdrive and' /"'wish to
vo contact other Spectrum

30DEF'FMI(S,A$.*S)=y(A$(STO$+l£N ™« e,cnange information ond

BS-1K =~B$j+"Q"l

as (2.05, wf

e TDU 5AP. Scotlan

n my TS2068. both Ol

m more, or exchange
e Zebra (Portuguese!

oh may bethel:.-:
•s changing Irom Spectrum
map Would you please print II
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entered exactly as printed tor

jnlhusiasts say. Well, here's
imory saving routine fust tor

'though I suspect the

colled "Faslflle", and

DlMentioned string

routine, searching at
50,000 chare

reading across the lines. As you
enter each number It will be
displayed so you con keep
check. Note any mistakes, and

POKE address, correct number
Now NEW the machine - your

code is sate above RAMTOP -
and type in Program 2. This Is

the driver program and must be

nbyp
prlate number [It y . go.l

1. Entry

i line within an entry at
it only three bytes!].

i a file to experiment o

the program and CODE, ]ust In

CLEAR: SAVE "faitlile" LINE
9000: SAVE "FastCODE" CODE
65263,111 and VERIFY bath parts.

Now you're ready to try It out
Type RUN (ENTER] and the menu
will appeor. The Option:

your lamlly. After the
pressing just ENTER w

Select Option 2, am
"Key?" prompt by ei

word ar phrase tor \

originated from the good old
days ot the ZX81, zips through
your (lie, PRINTIng out all entries

each, the prompt "Erase?" will
appear. Pressing "y" will erase
that entry, "n" will continue the
search. On completion the word
END will be displayed. Pressing
just ENTER »-" —-- -

e following v.

free each time). The maximum

>-

O
£
LU

2
s
o

INPUT length Is ab

GOTO 100 It you ger an out of
Memory message). It you want to
save space, but avoid filling out

prevent word splitting, use the
PRINT comma trick. For those
who missed the earlier articles
this is what you do. After typing

you want on

'Bloggs" (assuming that's
not ycur namelj — Just the END
message will appear.
d| Try a single letter that you
know is in the tile - any entries
which included thot letter will

s many times as they
he letter. For example.

It the key were J o or n, but only

l*M«M.UH
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more specific Ihe key used, the
more selective the routine
becomes So il you were using
Ihe program as on Index to

magazine articles It would be
better to reference Spectrum
programs as sp1. rather than Just

sp. as in the latter case any

s BASIC program an
bles is SAVEd. Why n
ata array? Because

4. Load

Use this option to LOAD In on
existing tile lor searching or
updating. Bdsflri

only belOADed In Ihls way for

Interrogation Don't be templed
to iust LOAD in a SAVEd Hie
directly as il will probably crash!

5. New

Clyde Bish presents a

memory saving

'Fastfile' routine.

The program is essentially the Type In the machine code as

and enter Program 3. Now Io

takes over much of the donkey prepare the cartridge Format
the cartridge as described in

the lOAD. SAVE and VERIFV
program. It will stop with an

Choose 4. then press b" In

program (which sets everyth re response to Ihe "Filename?'

giving a total storage ol B7CCC

more user-friendly program wtttl

single key-press controls, no- io the menu reappears choose 4

ROW bug which switches on
your microdrive permanently! [If Now BREAK out ol the

Surprisingly, il is better to pull out
the cartridge first whilst the board and the boot program

as usual space precludes that
opportunity. Suffice It to say the

the rouline compares w'
held In aSO in the VARS
with what is In bSO- It Is therefore
important that you make no
alteration to line 10 until alter
DIM bS(40MJ2] or these arrays will

not be in the correct places in

VARS for"- -

2
O
a
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Tab .e fi

aai 42 75
25 42 75
94 35 ai
167 £:-.?
2^ 17 49
152 237
^ ". Q -'H* 203 £ p:

3b 221 tth 122
42 75 QP 17
-'-- 22-!
254 237
3 35
196 33 Q5
145 96 £3 7 201

10: SAVE * "m"r1;"f<iitCODE"
CODE 65263, 111 [where Tun" is

the three letters, not the
Keyword). VERIFY both ports and

To use the system. RANDOMIZE
USR Oto reset the mo.;:
press RUN [Enter). The boot will
load, then LOAD In the code
and file o (which is DIMenlloned
but emptv).

The menu Is essentially the

The ENTRV option will
automatically SAVE a file when II

is full, and invite you to LOAD in
a new llle

'

be stopped at any time b>
pressing a letter. A return

I

made to the menu by a si

press. When the end ot o I

you outl). Alternatively It coulc
be used to search tor words
understood In on 'Ellso'^type
program It experiment with A.I

Have a look at Program 5 as

Line 800: reset varlobles ond the
arrays you've seen before.
830: R1 we need later. The
program will stop If you've said

840: the user response goes into
iS. A suitably cutting response Is

printed II this is a null string.

850: the Input Is printed fo
screen with a leading capital.
860-861 spaces In the Input
siring are replaced by STOP
tokens, plus one at the end. the
counter n Is set lo string length

Alternative
made to the menu.

Obviously with SAVE the

1.

862 r

phrase triplets In essence th
routine takes each response

LOAD Is a single letter.

The DELETE option Is now
separate, but operates as before
The key Is searched for with "y"

le entry whave more than c

This, routine will. „.
search through any Information
InbSOtc'

SI

900:

ises READ along with k$ and
I in xS and yS Is printed.
;h. Is determined by R1.
If Ihe search falls Ihrough
00 p. no match hos been
d os one ot a sequence ot

If loo many general answers

many DATA II

„,1B„£0KE £3689,30: BORDER S: CL-EAR 65£e2: LOAD *"R "
i U " fa", t CODE

"CODE : LOAD » i, B"; 1; "a"

23HZEEB

keyword, phrase 1. phrase 2
b) the order ol keywords In t

data list is mod Important.
Common words must be at t

early, but It'll take you that long
to sort out the DATA!). Have a
simple arcade game on board
as well, with o timer line lo

program after o given period
(Use the FRAMES system
variable). Vou could then have
the machine do a fake "reset
crash" (Use PAPER 0. then PAPER 7
with your own PRINTed copywrile
notice) followed by a
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STREAMS
AND

CHANNELS
The concluding part of

Tonl Baker's Windows

program.

— asi month we began
experimenting with windows. The
listing continues . .

.

strati on. the extra
program WIND. DEMO which I've

tagged on at the end at
address B544 will open a
window twenty-lour squares wide
by eight squares high.
positioned AI 2,1 (relative to the
whole screen! with yellow paper
and blue Ink. Furthermore, the
window will be a SU3W window,

Thereafter PRINT 4 w

Follow through

not eight, so you gel more
characters than you would
normally. Running the program
once will open the window anr.
attach It to stream lour.

hat the program starts
running trom location WINDOW
(address B4F1) with the A register
containing the character to be
printed, whenever RST 10 is used
with this channel.

Oh - Incidentally - while
we're talking about the WINDOW
routine, take a look at the tour
instructions tallowing the label
WIND_CTRL The CALL instruction
carries out the control code
function, the POP Instruction
restores the control character to
the A register, and the RET
instruction terminates everything
— the routine has finished —
control will then pass back to
the RST 10 sub-routine Itself, and
then bock to the PRINT statement
which caused the RST 10 to be

used. But ... whats this AND A
instruction doing lust before the
RET? The comment beside the
instruction reads "Reset the carry
flag". Why? - Surely everythings
finished now. We shouldn'f need
to worry about flags should we?

Unfortunately we do you see

PAPER 4 or INVERSE 1 is used in a
PRINT stafement then the
appropriate control codes are
sent to RST 10 to be carried out.
The PRINT routine expects the
carry flog to be reset on return

Nonsense In BASIC" I

Next month I'M glv

modHied network

rage "C
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STREAMS AND CHANNELS

ARE YOU A BUDDING
PROGRAMMER? -«--
^.X is always looking for top ._£ ~L "mmmmublication. If you have a top
otch game or a useful utility for

the Spectrum or QL why not
send it to us for appraisal on
cassette or microdrive complete
with a listing if possible.

There is also our new feature
Short Cuts to showcase your
practical, novel or imaginative
short routines with cash prizes for

rates, and if you have an idea
for an article or series for ZX —
drop us a line or phone Bryan or

Cliff on 01-437 0626 to talk it over.

ZX Computing Monthly Februorv 1987
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C-lGY2niC5
Toni Baker prepares

you for a graphic

encounter of the 3

dimensional kind.

— o cabbage lor

l three different
- those of length,
sight. A flat object

:abbage — has onlv two
ilmensions - lengtfi and v,

is it happens, the image
i

be flat (two dimensional), which
means that It is Impossible to
produce truly three dimensional
images [le solid images) on any

-—a you try.

This would requl
islonal image
a hologram.

;abbage. This.

Hire

* for

of something
This task

(or

Things fn space

The first thing we need to know
how to represent objects In thn
dimensional space fmaglne a
piece of paper (or. It your
Imagination is not that good.

y axes on the paper, with the

corner. The x ails goes oft to th
right, whilst the y axis goes up
towards the top of the paper.
Any point on the panor mn i-.<

represented by two
(x.y). This Is two dimensional
ordinate geometry. The PLOT

s. We can,
nowever, create an Illusion of
depth. This process Is known
perhaps mistakenly, as
3D-graphlcs.

The trick is to convert
something which is three
dimensional to o representation
which Is two dimensional. Take
the cabbage for instance. Whilst
a picture of a cabbage is only
drawn onto a tlat surface. It

u,

emanating from the same orii

This axis Is to go physically
upwards, oft the surface of the
paper, away from the table oi
which the paper Is resting, an

in the room you are now sitting
may be specified by three co-
ordinates (x.y.z). For instance —
take the poper Itself. Any point
on the paper which has two

o-ordlnates v

be (3,0,4). Finally, suppose it New
two units In the direction ot the v
axis. Its co-ordinates would then
be (3,2,4], This Is three

> knowledge,
to think about

objects, and how they may
be represented in tt

mind, v .-: oi !:

paper. Measure tf

preferably u.

Suppose the
was lour unf

ng the origin. The cube
should be sitting on the piece
paper with Its edges running

they define are eight dots, (our
of them on the paper, and the
other four floating in space ten
units above the paper What
about the cube Itself?
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On edge

Since this series Is concerned

about Ihe cube are Its I

to record which points <

h every line marked with Ih'

ter L and a number betwee
e and twelve. Notice thai
ire are more lines than then

Figure two shows a BASIC

Figure one Don'l worry loo
ich Otthe USR statement In

ft Just Ihe points ai

can work out i. _

the screen the Image ot P7 will

toll, ond It you can alio work out
whereabouts on the screen (he
Image of P8 will fall, then It Is

obvious that the Image ol the
line L7 will Just be a straight line
connecting the Image of P7 with
the Image o( P8. This we can do
on the Spectrum's screen using
PLOT and DRAW as normal in

BASIC All we now need Is a
melhod for working out the
position on screen of the images

Ins

array PFJ to hold oil Ihe points. It

is dimensioned eight by three
because there are eight points,
and three co-ordinates tor each
point. Line "" "

>ne. Lines 120 to 190
b the array L(). Note that

h the
program

The simplest

.

lust to throw away the z

ordinate leaving lust i <

This gives you a plan vIl.. _

object — not very satisfactory,
however - we need something
a bit more daring than that.

Projection

vertices. The
Just draws thi

this program It you like, but
make sure that the machine

Incidentally, if you change
lines 60 to 80 so that they end
8'K. 10-J and 12* I respectively

The melhod we shall use is a
technique colled Isometric
Projeclion. The Idea Is that you
have to Imagine a camera
Hooting in space looking otthe
object. In Isometric projection
the camera is always located at
co-ordinates (N.N.N). N can be
any. very large, positive number
— the larger the better, since the— - assumed to be a long

n :he o l. Thee
is pointing directly towards the
origin. It is the right way up and
it has a very powerful zoom lens,

so II can see the object (which Is

located at or near the origin).

to appear on the screen.
There are other types of

projection (many other types),

ice, but the Idea Is always
same - what the camera
s, the Spectrum draws.

10 H.B.3)

20 L(12,2)

W FOE I - TO 1

40

E Ft4*H-2<J*K+ 1,1) - 10*

70 LH PC41t2*J+K+ 1,») - 10*J

so LHT K«*W»W,3) = 10*1

90 r k

120 r r . 1 to 12

HO FOR

D L(I,J)

150 J

160 NEXT I

170

5,6,6,8,8,7,7,5

190

FOB I - i » J2

ra ,BT PI - 3-P+128

2)0 0.1 - 5*5+B8

240 P1.Q1

250 * - 2 : co sni 500

260 5*P+128-P1,5««+«B-Q1

2B0

A -L(I,i]

510 x - PU,D
520 Y . P(A,2)

550 Z - P(A,5)

540 RANDOMIZE USB 53320

._rk? We need to

converting a thre,

object dow

Look agains at figure one.
Notice that, tor instance, line L7
is connected to points P7 and P
- but llgure one Is a picture, nc
a real cube. In other words, line
L7 ii connected to points P7 am

dimensional cube, and in the
two dimensional picture. Ihir, is

true lor all of the lines, not Just
lor L7 Although this may seem

sutticlently powerful lo be able
to demonstrate the basic Ideas
ol 3D and projection, whilst at
the same time It Is sufficiently

simple [mathematically
speaking) so that anyone who
knows anything about BASIC will

side of things first, shall we?
Suppose a point In three
dimensional space has co-
ordinates (x.y.z) - ony point will

do. Suppose also that the image
ot this point appears on the

easy that we c
BASIC Thetollc
statements will

In other words, we can do the
whole task In BASIC - we dor
need any machine code at e
We can define the points In
space and the lines joining
them; we con transform the
points usjnglhe above formulae;

n PLOT the n
n DRAW tr-

s. All VI

connecting

Included is really only intended
to work out the above lormuloe
— that is — given x. y and z the
machine code will work out the
values of p and q. Despite being
In machine code, the rr

--*-'

code program uses the v
from BASIC variables, anc
assigns BASIC variables v.

the machine code to see
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which nul L

this series — we shall look
isometric projection ™ ""*
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Ray Elder on adding additional commands.

1en by o.

the heyday of the 2X81 in 1983.
As many existing users will
undoubtedly have missed this
system I have no hesitation In

reprinting It. especially In light o
the recent requesfs for such a

Restore/Data/Read

The program consists ol two

(or characters
choice).

Enter progro and SAVE It

..„..;. then RUN it

svery line EXCEPT
done by entering

Now enter the Mi

program 2. these a
every program thai

LET

the start of the DATA
i used by Ihe
RAND USR 16520.

READ has two possible form:, ..
C$=A-$[ TO RAND USR 16530)

and LET C=VAL A$( TO RAND
USR 16530).
DATA lines are stored In any lit

but with REM and the graphic
obtained on shifted key A
following it (a 'grey

1

square).
NOTE that In program 3 this dc
not show up on our printer so

A final Indicator to the routine
that it has reached the end ot
the program Is required and this

Is provided In the form of o line

9999 REM followed by the Inverse
space (black square). This line is

ESSENTIAL.
The DIM AS and CLEAR

commands Instructions are
Important In the main program

is that the variable AS

amble along an
out far yourself.

Is the first In the vi

memory and the main routine

Vou may find that LIST

produces lust 1 REM, to

overcome this use LIST 2 (or 3 o
100 or 3000 etc.).

Data REMs should have the
number of data items as the fir

r following the grey
e REM. For

170 REM 4,EENV,MEENV,MINY,MO
Finally, note that you cannot ml*
numeric and string data on the

lines will be required and
dummy READs will be needed to
lump over the unrequired data.

RAM Packs

We received a letter

C Allen who asks tor detai
64K RAM packs, loystick

Pr lip

As far as we can tell there ore
not longer any companies
producing ZX81 equipment, and
not any llkelyhood of any
starting to either. It anyone has

n such Into
Philip also osks for details o

;r groups and he shouZX81 u

page by now which mentions a
' groups. We will

to publish any
Information anyone cares to
supply us with for the benefit of
you all Philip himself sent us
some details ot a company In
Birmingham. "House ot Software".
51 Snowhlll Oueensway, which
hos some stocks ot ZX81 software

l» A G IE

52374233£00C92aBflfl03AB£'10A7201S7
EFEEA2803231BFB237EFEBO2B3CFE0e2
0EF233E0 1 329640E8 2fi 1 04 00 1 040009E
B3E0032B7407EFE1I

43A3900342H00292fi392iS002fl3;'3734 3

Hi
o
o
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ers that en|oy

it offering from

platform game or perhaps a
arcade adventure? Or Is It a
completely new style of gam
combining the action ot all

three? Either way It's going to

btg.
The plot revolves around o

attempts as Randolph the h

Wearing your Omnlb'
IV all purpose attack suit.

complete with laser assisted rifle

dimensional distress signal and
arrive In the SS. RustbUCket.
However, Instead of finding your
Princess Amelia you're greeted

jrserk defence droids that
tp you and drain your life

energy.
Luckily, you've brought a
"*»= of spare lives with you In

ju lose all 999 ot your

These defence droids come In

ige from high flying ghosts to

Bubbling lava

add to your problems there'
deadly pools of bubbling
and platform traps that yi

me begins insld<

crashed RustbucSet and y

job Is to find the way out
the planet then search a
until you find Spegbotfs c
and eventually your Princi
Ahead ot you lies 20 level



hand in (he oblects that
find around the ship, although
you will have to tight lor

"

that destroy a sc
while replenishing yi

is Contusers K

d Flash Bangers.

^dungeon llhov. ">""d bu "^~^°

HfrSF r rar" 1

Jj
:E*»T i r ii

~5=lvP--u-t

on

perform a cosmic luggling act

object at a time!
Despite this restriction you'll

soon be bounding through the

Unfortunately, you'll have to
do the full 20 levels in one sittln

as there Isnt a save option or
even a pause button. Leave the
game for a lew minutes and
Randolph will wave to attract
your attention end then spin
around losing energy at an

J
ffill



Mi

A big time crime
simulation from Ariolasoft.

s important 1o get your team
nynt as the wrong person dolna
the wrong job c— '-

prison. Even the
important

'
t spotted and thi

robbery halted until the
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Both The Artist and Art Studio are re-released this month in enhanced
versions, but are the improvements worth having?

s program. I

:sl package
the

without enoug
d a handful of
*en allowed To
I. Some of ther

lg lo use the Pager
(Citing facility whi-'

>, combining
((technics' word processor,
Writer, with graphics
jced by The Artist II. There

M
paints is no longer v

I that the keyboard c

Irol keys are still lette

storage m.

options, b(

But. despite the bugs, this

a very powerful package.
Developed from Softechnit

supports Microdrive, Opus
or tape storage, keyboard
Kempslon joystick. Kempi'

e program now
lous. There are

now elastic lines, circles, ellipses
or rectangles, ond shapes can
be drawn In oulline or ready-
filled with fhe chosen texture
There are 28 textures available.

be saved o

the enlarge option, for detailed
work, tar better than In the old

e top when you
mal

I
viewing

design font option. SAVE slores
the wrong block of memory, and
LOAD crashes the program! I

have managed to find a way of
gelling round this [see lootnole),

II drive an Opus dls<

s interface or
Kempston E. I am told that there
are no problems with Opus, but
with my Kempslon £, only the

ZX Computing Month
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enough to gel a 128 (ram Santa.
This enhanced version ol

OCRs Art Studio [which is

Spec
:

colly tor the 128 and won't

the Spectrum) uses the Ws
additional memory mainly for

storage purposes giving you a
42K 5AM Disc facility as well as
a 16K Scrapbook' which,
between them, allows you to

so on, and to call them back
trom memory Instantly — so
saving you all the fuss of Saving
and Loading to and from tape

halfway through
designing Ihe loading sc
"~ ,_

lest mega-game wl

he flies on RAM Disc or

So, you simply give your

jrilied at the
eliminating the business ol
saving and verifying onto tape.

rour picture to tape or
Tilcrodrlve you choose the
nlcrodrive option. This leods you
o a new sub-menu which allows
ill the usual options lor dealing

finally away o

Ihink is'sullabli . ,

Creole a typeface ol

you to do this), call I

picture and get bac
This whole process It

character sels Rainblrd hove

'Brush' and 'fill' patterns to glv
you a bit ol extra variety, or yc
can always create your own
and tile them away on RAM
Disc. With over 40K of RAM Dlsi

I plenty of

play with, a id owners r.

, Ol.'-. 1 GO:

5 ol the enhanced

ames are fin lly starling °

jflng Monthly February 1967
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larger gomes by using n
normally taken up wilh tl

Quill program Howevi"

9677 byles, and .... ..

just hall an hour. Slow
compression was not noticeably
better, saving 9936 bytes but

Quill and lllustralor programs. E

don't expect this review lo be
technical. I lirmly believe
adventures should be written rv

bv programmers, bul by author

Primary feature ot The Press is

used up by location description

game. The program is loaded in

database is present. A short
menu appears, the new feature
ot which Is the Compile and
Compress' option. On selection

impressive (Gllsott say 507- is

possible on some texts]. Most
people — particularly

formed The Patch'. The 'jnctions.

which are controlled using a
flag and a PAUSE statemert m
your original Quill program.
Include; split screen graphics of

any size you wish [which they
scroll up with the text], single
command graphics onlott

control, a single command
restart, some sound ellecls, RAM
SAVE.'LOAD facility, the ability to

incorporate different typefaces.
and a few features which make

loading game data between

II probably take aroL
iur, while Slow can ta

u ore also given the

ZX Computing Monthly

a full length text r.

compress it and c

produce relatively m
adventures by comp

Expander on ti-

ll you're already a
Quill, this package is

and easy to use exp<

ir The Quill!

Ic Using The
cassette's
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A high calibre

motorcycle race

simulation from

Mastertronic

excel Ien I package,
wilh options that tor a budget

money.

tracks io choose from, ranging
trom Silverslone (the easiest) to
Brands Hatch [the hardest). The

pitched at )us! the right degree

of the grid with 19 other riders to

finishing line It's Impossible to

speed plummets to zero as it

this makes lor a better game as
there's nothing more annoying
than being eliminated for a tiny

e ore keyboard. Interface 2

and Kempslon options) is very
responsive and unlike some
motorcycle
require pinpoint accuracy o
every turn; missing the optii

line or cornering too fast w
result in a rapid drop down It available, Speed King II

undoubtedly give hours c

racing pleasure because
tlnd the trock too simple

emotively cut down the

To keep track of your pn

ich gives your placing,
icing so far, your fastest

.^OSTIill
feSES HIT:
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robot on the planet. ^^H H^ ^^^m i^H A
- and has come to j ^kf I W^ I

„.itistwhoputhim ^^ 1^ %. m. M I I Y0U '"

ints to take him apart ^^^b^J ^ ^^^m \J | | and V


